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   Out of 10 couples, Chantel 
Knudsen, vice president of 
USU’s Ballroom Company, and 
Alan Anderson, Army Sergeant 
First Class, took the title of 
2010’s Dancing USU Star in 
this year’s Dancing with the 
USU Stars.
    The performers, on 
Wednesday night, included 
well-known figures such as 
Big Blue, Mr. USU and Joyce 
Albrecht, wife of USU’s presi-
dent.
       The three judges for the 
event were Adam Shelton 
of Enlight Ballroom Studio, 
Krissy Fry from USU’s physical 
education faculty and Brenda 
Anthony of the “Celebrate 
America Show.” Shelton 
and his wife, Jeanne, are the 
founders of Enlight Ballroom 
Studio in Cache Valley and the 
coaches of the USU Ballroom 
Company. Although the USU 
Ballroom Company is more of 
a performance than a competi-
tion team right now, coach 
Jeanne Shelton said, events like 
these gain the company the 
recognition and talent it needs 
to attend more collegiate ball-
room competitions. Fry is the 
founder and director of Full 
Circle, USU’s contemporary 
dance company, and Velocity, 
USU’s hip hop and break-dance 
crew. Brenda Anthony is the 
production director of the 
“Celebrate America Show” and 
judged last year’s Dancing with 
the USU Stars.
 The winners, Knudsen and 
Anderson, danced the quick-
step to the song “Friend Like 
Me” from Disney’s “Aladdin,” 
even incorporating the Genie’s 
classic arm and leg swing. The 
judges cited excellent chore-
ography, energy and polish as 
the couple’s scoring techniques 
and suggested lighter footwork 
as something to improve. 
Knudsen and Anderson 
received straight nines.
 Second-place winners were 
Kisha Diamse of the ballroom 
team and Eric Wynn, ASUSU 
senator, who danced the 
rumba. They received straight 
eights from the judges, who 
loved the hip action and cos-
tumes but wanted to see more 
character and chemistry.
 Third-place winners were 
Kara Taylor of USU Ballroom 
Company and her partner Nate 
Royster, who plays defensive 
end on the football team. 
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Covey’s USU faculty position announced
Pageant dubs USU’s biggest nerdsUSU’s dancing 
stars selected
By CHRISTINA WRIGHT
staff writer
By PETER BROWN & 
RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
staff writer, news editor
JON HUNTSMAN (right) announced Thursday that Stephen R. Covey (left) will serve as an incumbent professor in the Huntsman School 
of Business and chair of leadership in the department of management. Photo courtesy of Sarah Eaton
 Best-selling author 
Stephen R. Covey was 
announced as the first 
incumbent professor of the 
Jon Huntsman Presidential 
Chair of Leadership at 
the Huntsman School of 
Business.
    The announcement was 
made in Salt Lake City 
Thursday and will take 
immediate effect.
    “Stephen Covey is one of 
the great conceptors of our 
time, and Jon Huntsman is all 
about getting things done,” 
said Doug Anderson, dean 
of the Huntsman School of 
Business. “I can’t imagine a 
better combination we could 
have.”
    Troy Oldham, executive 
director of marketing and 
branding for the Huntsman 
School of Business, said this 
is a true professor appoint-
ment, which means Covey 
will receive all the benefits 
of a full faculty member. 
However, Covey will not teach 
on a daily basis but will act 
as a guest lecturer, work with 
faculty on curriculum and 
act as a research scholar. The 
chair of leadership is part of 
the the department of man-
agement.
    “It’s one of the most unique 
and special positions we 
have,” USU President Stan 
Albrecht said. “We have 
endowed chairs, but at the 
pinnacle, is the presidential 
chair.” 
    Last April, Jon Huntsman 
announced a donation that 
would fund two presidential 
chairs. By creating the chair 
positions, Huntsman wanted 
to take the best practices 
from top schools such as 
Harvard, which is where 
Covey earned his MBA, and 
bring it back to USU, Oldham 
said. Oldham said Covey 
seemed to be the perfect f it 
for one of these chairs, and 
Huntsman has been support-
ive of this decision.
    “Dr. Covey is a unique indi-
vidual. Sometimes we don’t 
recognize a prince in our own 
kingdom,” Huntsman said. 
“I’ve known him for 45 years. 
I look at him with great 
respect and admiration.”
   Huntsman has a belief that 
USU students come with a 
solid ethical core, Oldham 
said, and Covey has a reputa-
tion teaching leadership and 
business ethics.
    “With integrity, nothing 
else matters, and without 
integrity, nothing else mat-
ters,” Huntsman said.
    Covey said principles 
govern the decisions people 
-See COVEY, page 3
-See QUICKSTEP, page 4
 
The nerdiest of the “Enginerds” competed for first place in the 
Miss Engineering Pageant and Geeky Guy Competition, and two 
walked away with crowns, Wednesday.
 Three women engineers took home prizes for their competi-
tive efforts: second runner-up was awarded to Alyssa Mustoe, 
first runner-up was awarded to Julie Sanchez and the title of 
Miss Engineering Queen was awarded to Cami Lyman. Mustoe 
received $15 and a hat, Sanchez received $25 and a sweat shirt 
and Miss Engineering went home with $75 and a light-up crown.
 Lyman said though the other contestants were talented nerds, 
her “Enginerd was enough to cover (all three categories).”
 Paul Shreuders, Christine Hailey and Carrie Ryan were select-
ed to judge the competition and prepared a slew of interview 
questions for the participating contestants.
 The 12 women engineer contestants competed in three 
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor
-See ENGINERD, page 3
GEEKY GUY competitors watch as other contestants perform on stage and prepare for their own acts in between the three sections of 
the Miss Engineering Pageant held in the TSC International Lounge, Wednesday. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo
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Flight diverted to SLC 
after bomb threat 
 SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – An 
airliner that was diverted mid-flight 
because of a bomb threat was being 
scoured by investigators at Salt 
Lake City International Airport on 
Thursday.
 Airport spokeswoman Barbara 
Gann said a flight attendant found a 
note while the 757 was en route from 
Denver to San Francisco and turned it 
over to the pilot.
 “The note was threatening enough 
for the pilot to feel like he should 
divert,” Gann said.
 Gann said the passengers and 
crew were taken to the international 
terminal, where the FBI interviewed 
passengers while trying to figure out 
the note’s origin.
The policy of The Utah Statesman is 
to correct any error made as soon as 
possible. If you find something you 
would like clarified or find unfair, 
please contact the editor at 797-1762 
or TSC 105.
ClarifyCorrect
Nat’lBriefs
David Letterman, Feb. 17, 2010
Top 10 Surprising Facts About Curling 
  
10. Every year it’s watched by dozens of 
people.
9. Consistently ranked the world’s number 
one broom-related sport.
8. It’s a lot like hockey, minus the speed 
and excitement.
7. No number seven, the writer fell asleep 
while researching curling facts.
6. Not to be confused with Norwegian 
sport “Carling” where you push a guy 
named Carl across ice.
5. Longest match ever: unknown, because 
no one ever stays till the end.
4. No number 4 - writer still asleep. Damn, 
curling is boring.
3. Mickey Rourke making film about 
washed-up curling legend who comes back 
for one last big curl.
2. Thing they slide down the ice is called 
“Thing they slide down the ice.” 
1. No one cares.
LateNiteHumor
Celebs&People
 ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) – Bristol 
Palin’s lawyer is seeking permission to 
subpoena 
media out-
lets such as 
Playgirl maga-
zine and CNN 
to determine 
how much 
money Levi 
Johnston, the 
father of her 
child, has made 
to calculate an appropriate level of child 
support.
 Attorney Thomas Van Flein filed a 
motion seeking permission to conduct 
out-of-state depositions and obtain finan-
cial records from the magazine, CNN, 
Entertainment Tonight, Vanity Fair, the 
National Enquirer, Star magazine and 
Insider.
 It could take a judge weeks to decide 
on the request by Palin, the teenage 
daughter of former Alaska Gov. Sarah 
Palin, the 2008 Republican vice presiden-
tial candidate.
LEVI JOHNSTON
 HAVANA (AP) – The last time 
U.S. diplomats traveled to Havana, 
they held secret talks with their 
Cuban counterparts that were 
hailed as the most significant in 
decades. Almost nothing has gone 
right for U.S.-Cuba relations in the 
five long months since.
 When State Department offi-
cials sit down with Cuban leaders 
for immigration talks Friday, the 
encounter will take place under 
a cloud of mutual mistrust and 
dashed hopes. Last year’s hopes 
that the election of President 
Barack Obama could mean quicker 
progress toward ending a half-
century of U.S-Cuban enmity now 
seem a pipe dream.
Mistrust surrounds US-
Cuba immigration talks
 AUSTIN, Texas (AP) – A software engineer furious 
with the Internal Revenue Service launched a suicide 
attack on the agency Thursday by crashing his small 
plane into an office building containing nearly 200 
IRS employees, setting off a raging fire that sent 
workers fleeing for their lives.
 At least one person in the building was missing.
 A federal law official identified the pilot as Joseph 
Stack and said investigators were looking at a long 
anti-government screed and farewell note that he 
apparently posted on the Web earlier in the day as an 
explanation for what he was about to do.
 In it, the author cited run-ins he had with the IRS 
and ranted about the tax agency, government bail-
outs and corporate America’s “thugs and plunderers.”
 “I have had all I can stand,” he wrote in the note, 
dated Thursday, adding: “I choose not to keep look-
ing over my shoulder at ‘big brother’ while he strips 
my carcass.”
 Stack, 53, also apparently set fire to his house 
about six miles from the crash site before embarking 
on the suicide flight, said two law enforcement offi-
cials, who like other authorities spoke on condition of 
anonymity because the investigation was still going 
on.
 The pilot took off in a single-engine Piper 
Cherokee from an airport in Georgetown, about 30 
miles from Austin, without filing a flight plan. He 
flew low over the Austin skyline before plowing into 
the side of the hulking, seven-story, black-glass build-
ing just before 10 a.m. with a thunderous explosion 
that instantly stirred memories of Sept. 11.
 Flames shot from the building, windows explod-
ed, a huge pillar of black smoke rose over the city, 
and terrified workers rushed to get out.
 The Pentagon scrambled two F-16 fighter jets from 
Houston to patrol the skies over the burning build-
ing before it became clear that it was the act of a lone 
pilot, and President Barack Obama was briefed on 
the crash.
 “It felt like a bomb blew off,” said Peggy Walker, 
an IRS revenue officer who was sitting at her desk. 
“The ceiling caved in and windows blew in. We got 
up and ran.”
 Stack was presumed dead. At least one person 
who worked in the building was unaccounted for 
and two people were hospitalized, fire officials said. 
About 190 IRS employees work in the building.
 Gerry Cullen was eating breakfast at a restaurant 
across the street when the plane struck the building 
and “vanished in a fireball.”
 Matt Farney, who was in the parking lot of a near-
by Home Depot, said he saw a low-flying plane near 
some apartments and the office building just before 
it crashed.
 “I figured he was going to buzz the apartments or 
he was showing off,” Farney said. “It was insane. It 
didn’t look like he was out of control or anything.”
 Sitting at her desk in another building a half-mile 
from the crash, Michelle Santibanez said she felt 
vibrations from the crash. She and her co-workers 
ran to the windows, where they witnessed a scene 
that reminded them of 9/11, she said.
 “It was the same kind of scenario, with window 
panels falling out and desks falling out and paper-
work flying,” said Santibanez, an accountant.
 The building, situated in a heavily congested sec-
tion of Austin, was still smoldering six hours after 
the crash, with much of the damage on the second 
and third floors.
 The entire outside of the second floor was gone on 
the side of the building where the plane hit. Support 
beams were bent inward. Venetian blinds dangled 
from blown-out windows, and large sections of the 
exterior were blackened with soot.
 Andrew Jacobson, an IRS revenue officer who was 
on the second floor when the plane hit with a “big 
whoomp” and then a second explosion, said about six 
people couldn’t use the stairwell because of smoke 
and debris. He found a metal bar to break a window 
so the group could crawl out onto a concrete ledge, 
where they were rescued by firefighters. His bloody 
hands were bandaged.
 The FBI was investigating. The National 
Transportation Safety Board sent an investigator as 
well.
 In the long, rambling, self-described “rant” that 
Stack apparently posted on the Internet, he began: “If 
you’re reading this, you’re no doubt asking yourself, 
‘Why did this have to happen?’”
 He recounted his financial reverses, his difficulty 
finding work in Austin, and at least two clashes with 
the IRS, one of them after he filed no return because, 
he said, he had no income, the other after he failed to 
report his wife Sheryl’s income.
 He railed against politicians, the Catholic Church, 
the “unthinkable atrocities” committed by big busi-
ness, and the government bailouts that followed. He 
said he slowly came to the conclusion that “violence 
not only is the answer, it is the only answer.”
 “I saw it written once that the definition of insan-
ity is repeating the same process over and over and 
expecting the outcome to suddenly be different. I 
am finally ready to stop this insanity. Well, Mr. Big 
Brother IRS man, let’s try something different; take 
my pound of f lesh and sleep well,” he wrote.
 According to California state records, Stack had 
a troubled business history, twice starting software 
companies in California that ultimately were sus-
pended by the state’s tax board, one in 2000, the 
other in 2004. Also, his first wife filed for bank-
ruptcy in 1999, listing a debt to the IRS of nearly 
$126,000.
 The blaze at Stack’s home, a red-brick house on 
a tree-lined street in a middle-class neighborhood, 
caved in the roof and blew out the windows. Elbert 
Hutchins, who lives one house away, said the house 
caught fire about 9:15 a.m. He said a woman and her 
teenage daughter drove up to the house before fire-
fighters arrived.
 “They both were very, very distraught,” said 
Hutchins, a retiree who said he didn’t know the fam-
ily well. “’That’s our house!’ they cried. ‘That’s our 
house!’”
 Red Cross spokeswoman Marty McKellips said 
the agency was treating two people who live in the 
house.
Angry man crashes plane into IRS building
A FIREFIGHTER ON A LADDER works on putting out a fire at a seven-story building after Joseph Stack 
crashed a small private plane into the building that houses the Internal Revenue Service in Austin, Texas, on 
Thursday, Feb. 18. AP photo
 JERUSALEM (AP) – The death of a 
Hamas operative in Dubai at the hands 
of a squad of burly hit men conjures 
up images of the string of killings that 
followed the murder of Israeli athletes 
at the 1972 Munich Olympics and a 
bungled attempt to poison a Hamas 
leader in Jordan 13 years ago.
 Israel’s Mossad spy agency 
– the prime suspect in the death of 
Mahmoud al-Mabhouh last month in 
Dubai – has known both triumph and 
embarrassment in decades of covert 
warfare, and the latest episode would 
appear to include elements of each.
 The killers, whoever they are, got 
their man and escaped. But they were 
caught on video and left behind what 
appears to be significant evidence: A 
Dubai police force that proved com-
petent perhaps beyond the agents’ 
expectations found that at least seven 
of them used the names of real Israelis 
with European passports.
 The Mossad is suspected of several 
violent incidents in the Mideast in 
recent years, such as the killing of a 
top Hezbollah officer in the heart of 
Damascus in 2008. But its reputation 
– particularly in the Arab world where 
it is often seen as an ominous force 
behind unexplained events – goes back 
decades.
 In 1972, a group of armed 
Palestinians raided the rooms of Israel’s 
Olympic team in Munich, killed two 
athletes and took another nine hostage. 
A botched rescue attempt by German 
police ended in the deaths of all of the 
Israelis in a wild shootout at a nearby 
military airfield.
 Golda Meir, Israel’s prime minister 
at the time, ordered the Mossad to kill 
those responsible, partly as revenge 
and partly to deter future attacks. That 
directive launched an unprecedented 
covert offensive that saw a string of 
Palestinian operatives – many of them 
not directly connected to the Munich 
massacre – gunned down or blown up 
across Europe and the Middle East.
 Basil al-Kubaisi, for example, a 
member of the Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine, was approached 
by two men as he left the Cafe de la 
Paix in Paris one night in April 1973. 
He had time to yell “Don’t do this” in 
French before the men, assassins from 
a Mossad outfit known as Caesarea, 
shot him dead with silenced 0.22 pis-
tols.
 That was on a Friday. The follow-
ing Monday, after long preparations 
by Mossad agents, Israeli commandos 
landed in rubber dinghies on the 
Beirut beach near the Sands Hotel. One 
of the commandos was Ehud Barak, a 
future prime minister and the current 
defense minister, who was disguised 
as a woman with a brunette wig and 
makeup.
 The assassins killed their tar-
gets, three high-ranking Palestinian 
Liberation Organization men, before 
fleeing back to their boats. A number 
of civilian bystanders were also killed.
 Other Palestinian operatives were 
killed by bullets or bombs in Rome, 
Nicosia, Athens and elsewhere, and the 
myth of the Mossad– ruthless and skill-
ful with unlimited resources and reach 
– was born. It has largely held, even in 
the face of embarrassing blunders.
 The Mossad places far more empha-
sis on special operations like assassina-
tions than intelligence agencies in most 
other countries, said Ronen Bergman, 
author of a book on Israeli covert oper-
ations against Iran.
 “This emphasis is because of Israel’s 
existential fears. This is not policy – it’s 
mindset, the feeling that the Mossad 
is the final frontier for defending 
the national security of the state of 
Israel,” he told The Associated Press on 
Thursday.
 That aggressive approach has led 
to a few very public errors. In July 
1973, on a Saturday night in the small 
Norwegian town of Lillehammer, 
Mossad gunmen shot and killed a man 
they believed was Ali Hassan Salameh, 
a top Palestinian operative known as 
the Red Prince. The victim turned out 
to be an innocent Moroccan waiter 
named Ahmed Bouchiki. Six of the 
agents were captured and put on trial 
in Norway for the bungled killing.
 It was six years before the Mossad 
caught up with Salameh himself, using 
a Volkswagen packed with plastic 
explosives to kill him in the middle of 
Beirut.
 The Lillehammer fiasco revealed 
an interesting aspect of Mossad opera-
tions: two of the captured agents were 
women. One, Sylvia Rafael, a South 
African-Israeli dual national who was 
imprisoned in Norway, later married 
her Norwegian defense attorney.
 In the Dubai killing last month, 
closed circuit TV cameras filmed a 
member of a surveillance duo whom 
Dubai authorities identified as an Irish 
national named Gail Folliard, and who 
is seen at one point entering a bath-
room and emerging with her blond 
hair concealed under a black wig.
 Khaled Mashaal, one of Hamas’ 
top leaders, was walking in Amman, 
Jordan in 1997, a time when the Islamic 
group was carrying out deadly bomb-
ings in Israeli cities. Two Mossad men 
reportedly using Canadian passports 
tried to kill him with a device that 
released a toxin into his ear, but the 
plan was disrupted by the Hamas man’s 
bodyguard.
In Dubai attack, signs of Mossad shadow war
BULLET HOLES AND SIGNS OF THE STRUGGLE, in this April 10, 1973 
file photo, scar the bedroom of Fatah spokesman and leading Arab Poet Kamal 
Nasser in Beirut, Lebanon, one of three simultaneous operations carried out by 
Israel’s Mossad. AP photo
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    Representatives from 13 teams presented 
their plans to better Providence, during the 
department of landscape architecture and envi-
ronmental planning (LAEP) charrette reception 
Wednesday evening.
    The students were asked to look at mixed-use 
land, old downtown and possibly a new down-
town for Providence and come up with a plan for 
the city, said David Bell, associate professor in 
the department of LAEP. They took principles 
from Envision Cache Valley, which collects feed-
back from community members and decides 
how the valley will handle future development, 
and then applied the principles to create plans 
to handle projected growth in Providence, Bell 
said.
    The 13 participating teams were made up of 
about 100 students in the LAEP department 
– from freshman to graduate students – and 
each team was made up of about eight students. 
This project was required, Bell said. Each year, 
the students focus on a different area, which can 
be a city, such as Providence, or an area, such 
as Sanpete County. The LAEP department has 
been running the project for seven years, Bell 
said, and has been considering the possibility of 
looking at the Bear Lake area for an upcoming 
project.
    Participants of the charrette were given five 
days to complete the project. Bell said these 
students were excused from their LAEP studio 
classes, during this week, so they might devote 
more time to the project. Students started their 
project Monday, Feb. 1, and turned in their f inal 
work by 4:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 5.
    Each team had to make at least one poster and 
prepare a f ive-minute PowerPoint presentation, 
Bell said; however, most teams made at least two 
posters.
    Bell said the LAEP project is similar to situ-
ations graduates in the landscape program will 
experience in the real world after graduation.
    “It’s hard work and it’s scary, but I think you 
can see the payoff. I can,” Bell said.
    Students came up with suggestions such as 
bettering sidewalks, vegetating medians that 
line main streets and realigning 450 West 
behind Macey’s in order to ease land develop-
ment and traffic f low. Students 
also want to find ways to 
quench need for a new city hall 
and library.
    A few groups suggested add-
ing loft apartments above retail 
space, in a manner similar 
to the Gateway in Salt Lake 
City. According to team four’s 
PowerPoint presentation, loft 
apartments would increase 
residential tax revenue in Providence by approxi-
mately $133,000.
    Clustering buildings, such as grocery stores 
and housing, close together would make 
Providence more pedestrian-friendly, save 
energy and possibly cut back pollution that con-
tributes to Cache Valley’s winter inversions, Bell 
said.
    The gateway into Providence at 100 North 
and Highway 165 was also discussed by several 
teams.
    Luke Robinson, senior in LAEP, said he has 
worked at Macey’s for the past three years and 
the “available” sign at the gateway intersection 
into Providence is bigger than the sign that 
welcomes visitors to the city. The welcome sign 
is “one of those things you could just miss,” he 
said, adding that an electrical box on the corner 
partially blocks the welcome sign’s visibility. 
Robinson’s team suggested either a more visible 
sign or an arch that would act as a physical gate-
way into the city.
    Robinson said the welcome sign is impor-
tant because it lets “you know you’re entering 
Providence, somewhere that’s significant and 
significant to the people that live there.”
    Robinson said his team decided to focus on 
Providence’s historic buildings, new develop-
ment, incredible views, Providence Canyon and 
tree-line street. His team pro-
posed the creation of a historic 
town center, as well as a his-
torical visitor’s center.
    Sean Michael, LAEP depart-
ment head, said this year’s 
groups tried to define the 
image Providence residents 
wanted, which meant going to 
the city and mingling with the 
people. A city’s image includes 
its aesthetic and commercial anchors. However, 
Michael said the most important part of a city’s 
image is the way it incorporates the values of 
community members.
    The highway leading into Providence is the 
city’s “front yard,” Michael said. This front yard 
has been taken over by the motorists that use the 
road, and he said teams tried to create plans that 
would allow Providence to reclaim their owner-
ship of this front yard. People accentuate the 
front doors to their houses, Michael said, and 
Providence should also accentuate its gateway.
    Michael said the richness of the LAEP project 
was the process of helping communities such as 
Providence. Next month the presentations will 
be given to Providence, Bell said.
– rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu
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KSA to host New 
Year celebration
 Come and experience Chinese 
and Korean culture at the Chinese 
and Korean New Year Banquet.
    The celebration will be hosted 
Saturday, Feb. 20, in the Taggart 
Student Center Ballroom. The cel-
ebration will last from 6-9 p.m., and 
dinner will be served at 6 p.m.
    Each guest will experience eight 
dishes, one entree, two main dishes 
and one dessert each of Korean 
and Chinese food. Guests will also 
experience several performances. 
The Korean Student Association 
(KSA) has invited a traveling group 
of Korean dancers to perform tra-
ditional Korean dances. Several 
Chinese students from USU will 
also perform.
    This year is the year of the tiger. 
To celebrate, someone dressed in a 
tiger costume from China will be 
around for the banquet and will be 
giving small gifts, also from China, 
to the children.
    Tickets will be sold before the 
event in the Office of International 
Student Scholars, TSC Room 313. 
Kids under 10 years old get in 
for $8, and adult tickets cost $14. 
Tickets will also be sold Saturday at 
the door, at $15 for adults. One dol-
lar from every ticket purchase will 
be donated to Hope for Haiti.
    The event is put on by the KSA 
and the Chinese Student and 
Scholars Association. This will be 
the first time the two associations 
co-organize an event.
– rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu
 At this time of the winter sea-
son, a little sunshine and warmth 
is appreciated. And while he can’t 
do much about the actual tempera-
ture, USU music professor Michael 
Christiansen has plans to turn up 
the heat in entertainment opportu-
nities.
  Christiansen and a group of col-
leagues are featured in “An Evening 
in Brazil,” a concert that features 
music by Brazilian composers with 
an emphasis on music from Rio. 
The event is now in its second year, 
returning after an extremely popu-
lar launch last winter.
  “An Evening in Brazil” is Friday, 
Feb. 26, and begins at 7:30 p.m. at 
USU’s Performance Hall.
  General admission tickets are 
$15 and student tickets are $5. 
Tickets are available at the Caine 
School of the Arts Box Office in the 
Chase Fine Arts Center, FAC 139-
B, 797-8022, online or at the door 
prior to the performance.
Professor publishes 
book about language
 Assistant professor of English 
Christine Cooper-Rompato has just 
published “The Gift of Tongues: 
Women’s Xenoglossia in the Later 
Middle Ages” with Penn State 
University Press.
 Tales of xenoglossia, the instan-
taneous ability to read, to write, to 
speak,or to understand a foreign 
language, have long captivated 
audiences. Perhaps most popular in 
Christian religious literature, these 
stories celebrate the erasing of all 
linguistic differences and the cre-
ation of wider spiritual communi-
ties.
 The accounts of miraculous lan-
guage acquisition that appeared in 
the Bible inspired similar accounts 
in the Middle Ages. Though medi-
eval xenoglossic miracles have their 
origins in those biblical stories, the 
medieval narratives have more com-
plex implications.
  In “The Gift of Tongues,” 
Christine Cooper-Rompato exam-
ines a wide range of sources to 
show that claims of miraculous 
language are much more important 
to medieval religious culture than 
previously recognized and are cru-
cial to understanding late medieval 
English writers such as Geoffrey 
Chaucer and Margery Kempe.
Tickets available for 
Brazilian music night
Students suggest improvements in Providence
By RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
news editor
 
Hovering through engineering week activities
MIKE LAU,  junior, and JC Hardy, sophomore, test the hovercraft built by engineering students at USU during engineering week. The hover craft was construct-
ed from a leaf blowerCARL WILSON photo
make, whether consciously or subcon-
sciously. He wants to help students in a 
community learn to value principles. 
    In a speech Thursday, Covey outlined 
five specific principles of integrity, 
humility, courage, wisdom and having 
an abundance mentality.
    Covey said people need to care for 
others and not get too caught up in 
image and identity.
    He said, “When man found the mir-
ror, he lost his soul.” 
    His goal for the business school is 
to work together as a team and build 
the principles into a community. Covey 
said his overall philosophy is that with 
“kind control,” people can unleash tal-
ent.
    Huntsman said, “These principles 
he’s spoken of are universal and apply 
to all people at all times.”
    Along with Covey’s appointment 
to presidential chair, an announce-
ment was made Thursday to create the 
Stephen R. Covey Center for Leadership 
at the USU campus. The center will 
house all of Covey’s lifetime works, 
Oldham said, and will “bring together 
the best minds from academics and 
business and leadership.” It will house 
“great thought and great application,” 
Oldham said.
    The center is being envisioned as 
part of the new business building, 
which is in its early stages of planning. 
Though it is not yet known what the 
center will look like, Oldham called 
the center a “foundational piece” of the 
new building.
    Covey has already met with 
Anderson, Albrecht, people from the 
Shingo Prize at USU and people from 
the Huntsman School of Business, in 
preparation for taking his new chair-
manship.
    “Today, we’re ready to take the next 
step,” Albrecht said Thursday.
    Covey said he will continue to live 
in Provo and will travel to Logan to 
complete his work with USU. Covey’s 
f irst scheduled appearance will be a 
closed faculty and staff meeting Feb. 
24. Covey will also give the dean’s con-
vocation.
    Last year in Nashville, Covey was the 
keynote speaker for the Shingo Prize 
Conference, Oldham said. He said a lot 
of principles Covey teaches “dovetail” 
into principles taught in the Shingo 
Prize at USU. This year’s Shingo Prize 
Conference will take place in Utah, and 
Covey will, again, be speaking. Major 
government names are expected to 
attend this year’s conference, Oldham 
said.
    Covey received an honorary doctor-
ate degree from USU in 2001.
    “I feel very identified with Utah 
State,” he said. “I am very honored 
and humbled and appreciative for this 
appointment and opportunity to serve 
at this university.”
    According to Covey’s Web site, he 
has sold more than 20 million books 
in 38 languages. His book “The Seven 
Habits of Highly Effective People” was 
named the No. 1 most inf luential busi-
ness book of the 20th century. 
He said he is also working on releasing 
10 more books, three of which he has 
already completed writing.
– peter.brown@aggiemail.usu.edu
– rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu
Covey: Hired for business ethics
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“It’s hard work 
and it’s scary, but 
I think you can see 
the payoff. I can.”
– David Bell,
LAEP associate professor
categories. The first was the Engi-nerd section, where the girls were 
required to stand in front of the judges and explain the nerdy ensem-
bles they were dressed in. Many of the girls wore brightly colored 
socks, glasses, and stowed pens and a calculator in one of their many 
pockets.
 While describing her outfit, Sanchez said: “My shoes are 3 inches 
because they make me closer to the stars. I even have planets on my 
socks.”
 Engineering student and contestant Alyssa Calder said it is impor-
tant for her to carry her calculator with her at all times as well as her 
iClicker.
 The second part of the pageant was titled “New Intern,” and the 
12 women presented themselves to the judges in their best business 
attire, and the judges asked questions about their engineering aspira-
tions.
 “I would want to help people get clean water, because it’s a pre-
cious commodity that not a lot of people have,” Mustoe said.
 Lastly, the girls walked across the stage in the TSC International 
Lounge in evening gowns, as pageant hosts Val and Nancy Potter 
gave  a short biography of each of them. When the three portions of 
the competitions were complete, the 12 girls lined up on stage and 
were each given a rose for their efforts in the pageant.
 The Geeky Guy Competition was intertwined throughout the pag-
eant. Six engineering men displayed their talents to the judges and 
audience in nerd costume. One contestant performed his talent with 
an atomic wedgie.
 “My true nerd came out and shined above the rest,” said Riley 
McCleary, engineering student and winner of the Geeky Guy 
Competition.
 After strutting down the runway and winking at the judges while 
dressed in suspenders and high-water pants, McCleary completed his 
performance on stage with a skit about how male engineers attract 
girls. For winning the Geeky Guy Competition, McCleary was award-
ed $25 and an engineering T-shirt.
 The other contestants performed talents such as an animal-noises 
act and a musical performance of a song from the credits of a video 
game. Each male contestant was awarded a pocket protector. Val 
Potter jokingly said to the audience that the pocket protectors would 
undoubtedly be quickly worn out by the Geeky Guy Competition 
contestants.
 The Miss Engineering Pageant, held in conjunction with the 
Geeky Guy Competition, was one of the many events that are part of 
Engineering Week.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
Enginerd: Students contend for title
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BIG BLUE dips his partner, Ashley Lott, in their tango performance during USU’s version of 
“Dancing with the Stars.” SCOTT PAGE photo
They danced the cha-cha to “I 
Need a Hero” and each had a solo 
moment built into the choreogra-
phy. 
 “Your football strength showed 
up today,” Anthony said to 
Royster, commenting on the per-
fect lifts in the choreography and 
gave the couple a score of seven. 
Fry mentioned the nice execu-
tion of the lifts and the chemistry 
between the dancers when she 
gave them a score of 10. Adam 
Shelton also gave them a 10, due 
to the perfect lifts and their suc-
cessful embodiment of the cha-
cha.
 The Judges’ Choice Award went 
to Sam Gibson of the ballroom 
team and his partner, Albrecht, 
who called herself “the First Lady 
of the university.” They danced 
the waltz to the song “It is You I 
Have Loved all Along.” The judges 
scored them straight nines for 
good lifts, constant smiling and 
no show of nervousness, a nice 
Quickstep: Performed by the competition winners 
 - continued from page 1
rise and fall appropriate to the 
waltz, and the use of advanced 
steps. Fry told Gibson he was 
brave for dancing with the 
president’s wife, suggesting 
– amid laughter from the audi-
ence – that if he dropped her, 
he might be in danger of expul-
sion from the university.
 Other couples from the 
evening included a member of 
USU’s golf team, a track and 
field athlete, a women’s soccer 
team player, a women’s ten-
nis team player. Becky Bylund 
of USU Ballroom Company 
danced the jive with Austin 
French of the golf team. They 
danced to the song “Grease 
Lightning” and scored straight 
eights.
 Kristin Peterson of track 
and field and McKay Howell 
of USU Ballroom Company 
danced the Viennese waltz and 
scored two nines and an eight 
for their performance, which 
Adam Shelton said magni-
fied the princess image of the 
dance.
 Ashley Lott of the ballroom 
team danced the tango with 
Big Blue, who surprised the 
judges by successfully pulling 
off lifts without his horns get-
ting in the way. They received 
two eights and a nine from the 
judges.
 Casey Ragen of USU 
Ballroom Company and Molli 
Merrill of the women’s soc-
cer team danced the samba, a 
Latin dance from Brazil. They 
scored two nines and an eight 
for excellent hip action and 
creative costumes.
 Hailey Swenson of the wom-
en’s tennis team danced the 
paso doble dance with Chris 
Green of the ballroom team. 
The paso doble was invented 
by the French but is modeled 
after Spanish bullfights – the 
woman represents the bull, 
while the man plays the role of 
matador. Swenson and Green 
received two eights and a nine.
 Kim Beus of USU Ballroom 
Company and Mr. USU Kyle 
Milne danced the foxtrot and 
received two nines and a 10 
despite a slight costume mis-
hap during one of the lifts. As 
Milne twirled and lifted Beus 
into the air above him, her 
long flowing skirt got in the 
way of his hands and face, and 
momentarily hid his head and 
shoulders from the audience. 
 After the dance, Milne said, 
“I got lost for a second in her 
dress.” 
 They recovered well and 
earned a 10 from Anthony, 
who told them, “You’ve had the 
best showmanship of the danc-
ers tonight.”
 After a 10-minute inter-
mission during which the 
audience voted for one couple, 
Jeanne Shelton introduced 
performances by the Youth 
Performing Team from Enlight 
Ballroom Studio and by the 
full USU Ballroom Company. 
The Youth Performing Team 
performed two dances, a 
cha-cha and a hustle disco 
routine that it will perform 
next week at its first com-
petition in Idaho. The USU 
Ballroom Company per-
formed three dances: a jive 
to the song “Rockin’ Robin” 
from the movie “You’ve got 
Mail,” a tango to a theme 
from “Indiana Jones” and 
a Latin medley including 
cha-cha, samba and jive influ-
ences that it will perform 
again in two weeks when it 
competes against other col-
legiate ballroom teams in San 
Diego, Calif. Last year, the 
USU Ballroom Company took 
second place at the collegiate 
ballroom competition in San 
Diego. 
 To end the evening, two 
male and two female members 
of the USU Ballroom Company 
selected partners from the 
audience for a short lead-and-
follow cha-cha competition. 
The winning couple was cho-
sen by how loud the audience 
cheered for each.
 About the performances 
and event as a whole, Adam 
Shelton said: “The students 
and stars both danced great. 
I’m really proud of how well 
the students provided their 
own choreography. They 
pulled through with some 
creative and technical choreog-
raphy.”
 Commenting on her role as 
judge, Fry said: “I was Simon. 
That was my role.” 
 In comment to the recent 
revival of the USU Ballroom 
Team by its coaches Adam and 
Jeanne Shelton, Anthony said: 
“I think Adam and Jeanne 
should be commended for 
bringing ballroom dance back 
to USU. They had some great 
dancers.” 
 The Sheltons “come to us 
from BYU,” Anthony said, 
where they met each other and 
where Adam performed on the 
world-renowned international 
dance team. But Anthony said 
their background at BYU is just 
fine. 
 As far as ballroom dancing 
goes, she said: “USU is just as 
good.”
– christina.wright@aggiemail.
usu.edu
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JUSTIN ANDERSON SERVES a plate to a waiting table at Smokin’ 
Blues, located one half-block west of the Stadium 8 theater. The restaurant 
blends authentic regional barbeque with live and local music, for a unique din-
ing experience. Among the items on the menu are ribs, sandwitches, sweet 
potato fries and fried pickles. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photos
A new taste of the blues
By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer
 Nothing says passion like barbecue. 
After about five years of thought, Zach 
Brown has seen his passions brought 
together in a new restaurant in Logan: 
Smokin’ Blues.
    Growing up in the midwest, Brown, the 
owner of Smokin’ Blues, developed a pas-
sion for barbecue and music, even played 
in a band, called Cinnamon Brown, when 
he first attended USU in 1996. Brown said 
one of the reasons for starting the restau-
rant was impatience and a desire to share 
his passions with others.
 “I just got sick of waiting for someone 
else to do it, and I love barbecue,” he said. 
“I wanted to combine all my loves.”
 Brown’s passions are shared by others 
who work at Smokin’ Blues, including head 
chef Frank Ford. Growing up as one of 
five children, Ford said his mother would 
assign him a day of the week to cook. 
He later developed his cooking at the Le 
Cordon Bleu school for the culinary arts 
and has worked at several Las Vegas hotels 
and casinos, including Circus Circus. 
According to Ford, cooking barbecue takes 
more than skill.
 He said, “What goes into cooking bbq? 
Experience, time, passion, desire and love.”
 Ford said Smokin’ Blues – located at 71 
E 1200 South in Logan – is more than a 
restaurant, it’s an education in barbecue.
 “Their vision is to educate people on 
barbecue,” he said. “There are seven differ-
ent regions of barbecue and each has dif-
ferent sauces.”
 Brown echoed this, saying barbecue 
is more individualized than some might 
think.
 “The thing that keeps people from lik-
ing or loving barbeque is based on the 
regional sauces,” he said. “I wanted people 
to appreciate barbecue however they want 
to.”
 Smokin’ Blues currently has seven sauc-
es, and Brown mentioned an eighth that 
will be served with a legal waiver because 
of its intense spiciness.
 Aside from customers, Ford tries to edu-
Wiseguys of Ogden offers a comedic weekend alternative
 Comedy clubs exist in a world of fragile balance. If certain 
elements are not taken into account, it won’t matter how 
funny the jokes are. The entire experience falls short. 
Three things that should always be taken into 
account when choosing where to spend your time 
and money are atmosphere, reliability and the 
quality of service. Wiseguys Comedy Club on 
Ogden’s 25th Street walks the razor’s edge 
on several of the requirements considered 
vital to a great time.
 Atmosphere is always important. The 
ambience of the club is the first impres-
sion anyone receives of the establish-
ment: room temperature, comfortable 
seating, visibility, pleasant smells 
and good décor are all necessary 
components to a good atmosphere. 
Wiseguys executed most of these 
factors well but, nonetheless, not 
without f laws. The room was initially 
warm but got progressively hotter 
throughout the evening.
 “The setting was fine,” said Lou 
Neidfeldt, a Utah Valley University stu-
dent visiting the club for the first time, 
“but it felt a little stuffy, like the comedy 
club was taking itself too seriously.” 
 This is to be expected as people become 
f lushed when they laugh really hard and, there-
fore, feel warmer the longer they laugh. However, 
the room itself was not properly ventilated and 
resulted in the stuffy, hot feeling by the time the show 
ended. The seating was not comfortable enough and not 
positioned well.
 “I couldn’t see,” said Aubrey Warner, another first-time 
By JESS WALLACE
staff writer
customer. “There was a pillar in my way. I had to keep leaning 
around it.”
 Neidfeldt said, “They needed softer chairs. My butt fell 
asleep. Also, there was a giant pillar halfway in my view.”
 In addition to ill-positioned seats behind pillars, some 
of the sections of chairs that were closer to the stage 
were roped off, forcing people to sit farther back 
in the audience, making it more difficult to 
see. However, despite some of the interesting 
placement choices and increasing room 
temperature, the stage itself was quite 
enjoyable to look at. The red brick walls 
were covered in posters of visiting 
comics, the overall tone was warm 
and inviting, and the smell of the 
kitchen wafted pleasantly through 
the room. The stage – the obvious 
focal point – fit in with the rest 
of the setting and did not distract 
from the performers.
 Reliability is another prob-
lem lots of people have with these 
types of venues.
 “Comedy clubs are very hit 
and miss,” Warner said. “It could 
be a blast or you could end up feel-
ing like you just wasted $20. Make 
sure you do the research on the head-
liner.”
 Customers can come to a club, 
expecting a great laugh but not connect 
with the main comic that night and decide 
not to come back. Their first visit can be the 
most fun they’ve ever had, but the second one is 
just under par. Inconsistency in comedians, types 
of humor and quality showmanship can drive people 
    Students looking for fun, live concert action might want to 
head over to the Eccles Conference Center auditorium Friday 
at 7:30 p.m. The Infamous Stringdusters will be performing, 
and the word is they put on a dynamite show.  Just a couple 
of weeks into their Ski Tour 2010, audiences have raved about 
their performances.
    The band is touring, doing two of its favorite things: play-
ing its strings on stage and hitting the slopes along the way. 
The Stringdusters will follow up their Logan performance with 
shows in Salt Lake City and Park City, this weekend.  Their 
blog mentions their plans to play on the peaks in Big or Little 
Cottonwood canyons.
    The Infamous Stringdusters leaped onto the bluegrass music 
scene, in 2007. Their debut album, “Fork In the Road,” won the 
International Bluegrass Music Association’s (IBMA) Album, 
Song and Emerging Artist of the Year.
 Although the Stringdusters are fairly new in the bluegrass 
scene, all of its members are experienced backup musicians to 
recognized performers such as Dolly Parton, Charlie Daniels 
and Vanessa Carlton.
    Band members are Andy Falco, guitar; Andy Hall, Dobro-
resonator guitar; Chris Pandolfi, banjo; Jeremy Garrett, 
fiddle; Jesse Cobb, mandolin, and Travis Book, upright bass. 
Their style is not strictly bluegrass and has sometimes been 
described as “newgrass.” The second track on their soon-to-be-
released third album, “Things That Fly,” due April 20, 2010, is 
a remake of U2’s song “In God’s Country.”
    According to publicity information from Sugar Hill Records, 
the band’s label, “They venture into virtually uncharted ter-
ritory for an acoustic group – a sonically and thematically 
By TAM ROUNDS
staff writer
-See COMEDY, page 7
-See BAREBEQUE, page 6
-See BAND, page 8
SCOTT PAGE photo
Bluegrass at Eccles
THE INFAMOUS STRINGDUSTERS pose for this band 
photo. The bluegrass musicians, sometimes referred to as playing 
“newgrass” for their innovative style, will be performing Friday in the 
Eccles Conference Center on campus. photo courtesy of the band
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Getting by, one life lesson at a time
Last week I went to a music educator convention in San Antonio, Texas. I learned a lot of inspirational things, in 
regards to music and education, but some 
of the most important things I learned from 
my trip were the realizations of a few inad-
vertent Life Laws.
 Life Law #1: If a hotel is the least expen-
sive hotel in an area, there is probably a 
reason why.
 The hotel will probably have a deadbolt 
problem, and a maintenance man will have 
to stick a metal wire underneath the door 
and break into the room in order to let you 
in. The hotel will most likely have clumps of 
hair stuck to the walls of the shower from 
a previous occupant. The hotel will never, 
under any circumstances, give you the 
appropriate amount of towels. The hotel 
will have an elevator that creeps down to 
the lobby whenever you are running late. 
The hotel is bound to lack free Internet 
but will abundantly provide scratchy toilet 
paper. And, oftentimes, the hotel will have 
a spectacular view from the window, full 
of dumpy, vandalized splendor. Consider 
experience spoken.
    Life Law #2: When you are bombarded 
by a myriad of blaring options, sometimes 
the easiest choice to make is to make no 
choice at all. In other words, ignore the 
options being presented. One can suc-
cessfully avoid taking responsibility for a 
conflict through the act of doing nothing or 
exploring an evasive alternative.
    The ever-so-famous Riverwalk in San 
Antonio connects to a shopping mall with a 
food court that has three Asian restaurants 
lined side by side by side. The first night I 
walked past this strip, a man bellowed at 
me with a toothpicked piece of chicken 
brushed in sodium enriched sauce in his 
hand: “Trysomeofmychickenyoucanbuyfo
ronly3.99.”
    I am a sucker for samples, so I sampled 
and smiled, pleased with the flavor, yet 
not quite ready or willing to make a final 
choice until I had explored the other eatery 
options.
    A few steps later, the lady next door 
started yelling at me, in one breath, “Yous
houldeatmyteriyakichickenittastesmuchbet-
terthanhisanditisthesameprice.” I took her 
sample and succulently let the piece of 
meat dissolve into the bowl of my tongue.
    “Tryanotherflavorthisisaverygoodflavor,” 
she yelled incoherently, handing me anoth-
er toothpick.
    I kept walking, much to her dis-
may, only to be accosted by a third joint. 
“Trymychicken,” the enthusiastic employee 
entreated, outstretching her body over the 
countertop as she reached out her edible 
offering, “Pleasepleasecomeandcomeona
ndeatup!”
    I obliged. Bite, chew, swallow.
 “ H a v e a n o t h e r h a v e a n o t h e r , ” s h e 
screeched.
    I walked back and forth, not entirely 
certain what decision I should make. All of 
the delectable samples I had tasted were 
blurring on my tastebuds, causing my short-
term memory to freak out. It did not help 
that all the employees continued to scream 
loudly behind their counters, trying to guilt 
me into buying food from their respec-
tive cash registers. My thoughts swelled 
with antsy swirls of confusion and mental 
despair. Eee, which teriyaki chicken should 
I pick?
    I chose none. I bought and devoured a 
Sicilian Chicken Wrap from an alternative 
restaurant. It is not that I did not want to eat 
Asian. I did. But I could not bring myself to 
commit to a decision, especially amid the 
overpoweringly external distractions.
    Making a choice is difficult, but choosing 
not to make a choice, though easier, is an 
ultimate cop out. If you decide to stop mak-
ing choices, your life will get stuck in a rut 
of regret. You will not amount to anything 
unless you stick to your guns. Wishy-washi-
ness is for the dogs, my friends.
    If you want some teriyaki chicken, you 
have to go and get some teriyaki chicken, 
because it is not about to magically appear 
on your empty plate. (But, poof, if it does, 
you should definitely not hesitate to gorge.) 
And if teriyaki chicken is not an important 
issue, then Sicilian Chicken will do. But, 
readers, please, if teriyaki chicken is what 
you are looking for, take the time to figure 
out what type of teriyaki chicken you want 
to eat. You should not let someone else 
decide what chicken your palate personally 
prefers.
    And blech. Sometimes metaphorical life 
analogies are taken way too far. Sorry ‘bout 
that. Time for the next Law.
    Life Law #3: If a situation warrants speed, 
a job fair can be adequately conquered in 
10 minutes.
    Trust me, if you have a s t rateg ic 
plan previously set in 
place, it is more than 
possible. ‘Nuff said.
 Melissa Condie 
is a senior majoring 
in music education. 
Questions or com-
ments can be sent to 
her at  m.condie@
aggiemail.usu.edu
New Wolfman doesn’t bite
    Benicio Del Toro, Hugo Weaving, Anthony 
Hopkins, Emily Blunt. All fine actors, and one 
would suspect a combination such as this 
would make an impeccable movie or, at the 
very least, a tolerable movie. Unfortunately for 
their resumes and the audience members, “The 
Wolfman” is anything but.
    “The Wolfman” begins in England around the 
turn of the 19th century. A talented American 
actor, Lawrence Talbot, finds himself unexpect-
edly traveling to his childhood home in England 
to help search for his brother, who seems 
to have disappeared under unusual circum-
stances. When he arrives, he finds himself in the middle of a 
dangerous mystery that centers on a long line of brutal and 
gruesome attacks that coincidentally occur around the same 
time as the full moon.  Throughout the frightened town, 
there are whispers and speculations of who the culprit could 
be and many fear that the one responsible is not human but a 
legendary beast known as the wolfman. With the help of his 
father and his recently widowed sister-in-law, Lawrence tries 
to unravel this mystery, in order to protect the lives of those 
dear to him, along with his own.
 This movie starts off with such a violent jolt it leaves the 
viewers with whiplash.  It’s as though the director tried his 
best to hook the audience immediately, by producing a rush 
of adrenaline from the get-go, in hopes that it would keep 
them from walking out of the theater.  One main problem 
with the film is the over-promising reveal of the werewolf. 
For the first part of the movie, the wolf is kept in the shad-
ows. The only thing seen is its handiwork of mutilated bodies 
and a dark blur as it runs through the woods searching for 
its next victim. When it’s eventually revealed, 
there’s a sound that echoes throughout the 
theater. The sound resembles someone chok-
ing on popcorn but is in fact a laugh being 
smothered.
    If there was a way to sum up the main weak 
spot of the movie, it’s that it tries too hard. The 
gore is over the top and borderline humorous, 
the love story seems forced and unnecessary, 
and the poor actors produce cliché lines that 
are predictable and emotionless. Viewers do 
not need to see a character get disemboweled 
and decapitated, in order to be entertained. 
It’s sad to see the art of subtlety so grossly ignored; when 
the majority of the time, that is the key to creating a good, 
scary movie.  It isn’t an easy task going down the less-trav-
eled road of subtlety but isn’t that supposed to make all the 
difference?
 The legend of the werewolf is classic and worthy 
enough to fall into the same timeless realm as Dracula and 
Frankenstein’s Monster. The idea of an ordinary man turning 
into a wolf every full moon is enticing, and the psychology 
alone would be reason enough to delve into the rich mate-
rial and produce your own rendition of it. Unfortunately, this 
attempt did not pay off, and the result was a mediocre movie 
that had great potential but sadly missed the mark that has 
been missed by many before. The good news is, there will 
probably be another remake in about five years and hope-
fully that director learns from the mistakes of those before 
and takes the road less traveled by.
– jen.goods@gmail.com
 Grade D
“The Wolfman”
              Reel   
Reviews
Jen Goodsell
Staff Writer
Barbeque: Students can bring 
in this article for a discount
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cate his workers and light a passion for barbecue in them.
 “I want it to be a learning experience for my employees,” he 
said. “I want everybody to learn.” 
 Though “barbecue,” according to Ford, might be a “really 
covert way to say party,” Brown said he wanted an atmosphere that 
would fit everyone.
 “I wanted an environment where you could have a kids soccer 
team sitting a couple tables from a Harley rally,” he said. “I wanted 
a place where the shoe fits everyone.”
 With every new business, there are going to be challenges. One 
of the difficulties Smokin’ Blues faces, as stated by Ford, is the bat-
tle it has against the typical comfort food for residents in Logan.
 “People in Utah and Cache Valley have their own way of doing 
things,” he said. “The comfort food here is very basic. People are 
scared to try new things. To come in with something new isn’t 
always as easy as people think it is.”
 Bryan Ezola, manager of Smokin’ Blues, said the restaurant 
stands out in town because of its unique food and vibe.
 He said, “We’re really the only barbecue place in town, and it’s 
really probably the best barbecue in the state. The fact that it is 
barbecue and the only place in town makes it special.”
 Open since Jan. 1, Brown said he can see a growing love in town 
for barbecue.
 “People are passionate about barbecue,” he said. “They’re talk-
ing about it.”
 One of the ways Smokin’ Blues stands out is the infusion of 
music into the atmosphere. The restaurant recruits local bands to 
play on the weekends and uses a variety of old-time country sing-
ers and calming crooners to enhance the southern feel. 
 Brown said, “Music binds us, it’s in our souls. I want this place 
to be a central hub for good eats but also for the arts.”
 Brown said if local artists are interested in performing, they 
should come in, take a business card and e-mail him. 
 Along with hosting local bands and artists, Smokin’ Blues will 
also hold motorcycle and classic car rallies, and music and art fes-
tivals throughout the year to spread the word about the restaurant. 
Brown said Smokin’ Blues will give students 20 percent off their 
meal, if they bring in this article; though, the staff reserve the right 
to quiz people. This offer is valid until March 1. Included in this 
offer is a free meal if the patron can recite all 200 beers available at 
the restaurant, Brown said.
 With Johnny Cash playing in the background, Brown finished 
by saying that Smokin’ Blues is more than just food.
 “It’s not just the food, and it’s not just the music,” Brown said. 
“It’s the whole culture.”
 Smokin’ Blues is located behind Maverick on the way to the 
Stadium 8 theater. Brown said the restaurant is open Tuesday 
through Saturday from 11:00 a.m. until the meat runs out.
– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu 
Why you can’t see live streaming of Olympics , at least not legally
 SEATTLE — Presumably we could sit in our offices or our 
homes and stream away on the Olympics.
 There is a hitch, though.
 NBC owns the U.S. rights to the Vancouver Olympics, and, for 
this Olympics, it has clamped down on online live streaming of 
events.
 Only hockey and curling will be shown live online, with all 
other events either shown live on television or held for tape-delay 
airing on prime time or late night television, says the industry pub-
lication Broadcasting & Cable in a story Monday.
 The Web site for CTV, the Canadian network with rights to the 
Olympics in that country, is live-streaming events, but NBC has 
made sure that computers with U.S. IP addresses can’t log onto the 
CTV site.
 (Quick explanation: IP stands for Internet Protocol, and whenev-
er you communicate with your computer, it sends out an identifica-
tion number that tells what country and city you live in. That’s why 
when you visit some Web sites, you get pop-up ads aimed directly 
at your location.)
 It’s not unlikely some might try to find a way around not having 
a Canadian IP address.
 That gets into some murky legal and copyright areas.
 One way is to go to a site such as justin.tv, a San Francisco-based 
Web site that claims to be “the largest online community for people 
to broadcast, watch and interact around live video.” The site says 
what it does is not piracy, but simply individuals sharing video.
 Through their Web browser and sometimes more complicated 
means, participants can put on the Internet a live broadcast of, say, 
an NFL game that’s not airing in your city.
 Then visitors can join that particular “channel” and also watch 
the game.
 Evan Solomon, justin.tv vice president for marketing, says the 
site has 30 million unique visitors a month, and more than 40,000 
unique broadcasts each day.
 Probably some members of the justin.tv community will broad-
cast live CTV Olympics coverage.
 But be prepared to have that broadcast yanked abruptly.
 Solomon says a particular live CTV broadcast on justin.tv will 
end if NBC happens to catch it and make a complaint to the Web 
site.
 He says his Web site complies with the Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act and would “expeditiously remove content” that NBC 
complained about.
 Justin.tv is accustomed to tangling with major-league sports 
and with networks. In December, according to the Kagan Media 
& Communications Report, ESPN and Major League Baseball 
complained to a House of Representatives panel about the growing 
threat of piracy on Web sites that stream sports broadcasts for free.
 What about any liability for users of justin.tv?
 “Unfortunately, I do not know the answer to your question,” says 
Solomon. “I am not a lawyer, so I wouldn’t feel comfortable specu-
lating on the legality of any user behavior.”
 Professor Tom Anderson, of the University of Washington’s 
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, cautions those 
who are thinking about circumventing the NBC block on live 
Canadian Internet coverage of the Olympics:
 “Both sending and receipt of copyrighted material without per-
mission is illegal in the U.S. In the U.S., the penalties for copyright 
infringement are draconian.
 “A more productive avenue might be for your readers to urge 
NBC to make live streaming of Olympic events available on the 
Web in the U.S.”
By Erik Lacitis
Seattle Times
7Prices Starting at $1000
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 Bruce Willis fans have reason to rejoice this weekend: 
Willis is back on the silver screen in a uniform and badge 
in the new movie “Cop Out” – this time with an unlikely 
partner: funnyman Tracy Morgan from “30 Rock.”
 In “Cop Out,” NYPD veteran Jimmy (Willis) and his 
partner Paul (Morgan) are on a hunt after the man who 
stole Jimmy’s baseball card, which I’m assuming is a pret-
ty darn important baseball card to go after somebody 
for.   
 The trailer goes something like this: It begins with an 
aerial view of a dusky-looking New York City, complete 
with dramatic music (dun-dun-dun) and odious-looking 
credits floating mysteriously alongside skyscrapers.  The 
announcer dramatically introduces the movie as a cop 
film that “continues the tradition” of other titles like 
“Dirty Harry” and “The Departed.” There are flashes of 
Willis speeding in a car. You’re thinking: oh boy, this is 
going to be good. 
 Suddenly, the trailer changes gears. Morgan appears, 
and from that point, it’s just plain silliness.  
 The rest of the trailer is basically a barrage of Morgan’s 
goofball jokes but occasionally jumps back to action 
scenes with Willis, as if the makers of the movie couldn’t 
decide whether they wanted to make the movie an 
action film or a comedy.  But by this time you realize the 
movie isn’t really about the action; it’s more of an off-the-
wall comedy than anything else.
 That doesn’t, however, make the film seem any less 
enjoyable.  Willis, surprisingly, looks like he fits into the 
role well and seems to offset the overpowering humor 
of Morgan, with a more natural funniness. The movie 
should be a joy to anyone who enjoys Morgan’s humor 
and doesn’t mind the inevitable crude jokes and possible 
cheesiness.  If you love Willis and are able to put up with 
Morgan, then you are good to go. 
– alisonostler@msn.com
 Once again, a terrible disease, introduced through a toxin 
in the water supply, will infect an entire town, except one 
super attractive man and one drop-dead gorgeous female, 
maybe a couple others, who will have to fight off all the 
infected citizens and try to stop this catastrophe before it 
goes global. Most likely one of the good guys will die, but 
not until the audience is completely emotionally invested in 
his character. There will be blood. There will be things jump-
ing out of shadowed corners. There will be screaming. 
 “The Crazies” looks like just another apocalyptic thriller. 
The world, or at least Hollywood, is obviously still paranoid 
about some incurable disease that will spread faster than 
herpes on a college campus – swine flu, 2009, anyone? 
That being said, I’m dying to see it. If nothing else, the trailer 
caught my attention with the eerie old man, head tilted to 
the side, holding a shotgun while Gary Jules’ “Mad World” 
plays in the background. I like mystery, horror and morbidity. 
From the preview, that’s what I’m expecting. I like that this 
time the disease is turning everyone into homicidal maniacs, 
instead of some pseudo-zombie, vampire creature, like in “I 
am Legend,” starring Will Smith, or “Carriers,” staring Chris 
Pine. 
 I don’t expect some deep, philosophical discussion to 
come from this movie, but if it has blood, gore, cheap thrills 
and some gratuitous shots of Timothy Olyphant shirtless, 
count me in. I’m hoping to be scared and jump a few times, 
maybe even let out a little scream. I preemptively give “The 
Crazies” a B+. 
– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu
‘Cop Out’
‘The Crazies’
Pre-Emptive
Critics
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
advance publicity and — most importantly —  movie trailers. They have not seen the movies.
 Grab some popcorn, a person you’ve always wanted to 
be scared to death with, some sort of weapon to fend off 
the criminally insane that will haunt you in your sleep and 
settle down for a thrilling, ocean-tossed, maze-like watch of 
“Shutter Island.”
 A brief synopsis of the storyline: Two U.S. marshals – 
Teddy Daniels (played by Leo DeCaprio who is still, miracu-
lously, not that hot) and Chuck Aule (played by the baby 
faced/ kind of attractive Mark Ruffalo) – are summoned to 
a remote island off the coast of Massachusetts to investi-
gate the mysterious disappearance of a murderess, Rachel 
Solando, who killed her three children and arranged them 
around the dinner table for her husband to find before she 
was sentenced to “treatment” in the fortress-like hospital for 
the criminally insane.
 But it doesn’t end there. The director, Martin Scorsese, 
who also directed “The Aviator,” and “The Departed,” 
wants it to be very clear that there are going to be many 
plot twists. You can’t possibly predict the ending to this 
murder/psycho/mystery/drama/horror thriller. But you can 
wager some good guesses that the two marshals will find 
themselves, inconveniently, trapped on the island, where 
the doctors, nurses and guards are the actual evil people. 
The men will find the murderess in question but will also 
find that she can dissipate completely, and a few other 
things that will most likely blow your mind when they hap-
pen.
 If you love the way scary movies make you feel paranoid 
and horrible after you see them, “Shutter Island” looks as 
though it is well-made and has a decently intriguing plot. 
I pre-emptively think this will not be a movie that will rear-
range your world, shatter your universe and change your 
whole life, but it will probably be one of those movies that 
you will need to see at least twice to understand and make 
you shake in your boots when you enter a mental ward 
– which isn’t always a bad thing.
– kmarshall222@gmail.com
‘Shutter Island’
“I took my ex 
girlfriend to Paris 
for one day on 
Valentin e` s Day 
for a dinner.”
– Luis Martinez, 
biology
“We went to all 
restaurants in 
Paris and couldn` t 
find any available 
place ... . So my ex 
boyfriend took me 
to our university 
buffet, lit up the 
candles and we had 
our dinner there”
        
 – Marine Porcher, 
political science
What’s the craziest Valentine’s Day you ever had?
“I went to 
Vancouver, 
Canada, with 
my friend on 
Valentine` s Day to 
watch the Olympic 
games.”
  
– Iñigo Arrarás 
Basterra, engi-
neering
“My boyfriend  took 
me to a balcony at 
the mountains to see 
the view of the whole 
city in Puerto Rico 
... and he proposed 
to me, and I said no. 
Later we broke up.”
– Nayda B. 
Gonzalez, grad 
student, agricul-
ture
Street Speak
Comedy: Ogden club delivers laughs
     -continued from page 5
away. Fortunately, Wise Guys has a reputation 
for good, reliable comedy. It showcases a wide 
variety of comedians, from local to celebrity 
talent, and has featured comic giants, such 
as Jim Gaffigan and Joe McHale. Each show 
typically opens with a few warm-up acts by 
local comics and then progresses to the perfor-
mance of the headliner.
 “One of the warm-up comics was funny,” 
Neidfeldt said. “It was hit and miss with the 
others. But the main comedian was highly 
entertaining.”
 “I felt like his jokes dragged a little,” 
Warner said. “They should have ended 20 
minutes before they did, but they were funny, 
just a little drawn out.”
 In regards to reliability, Wise Guys has 
it down. So long as customers research who 
is performing, they should be able to trust 
Wiseguys to have a great talent lined up.
 Comedy clubs will often offer other services 
besides entertainment, such as food, drinks, 
video and audio recordings of the comics, and 
novelty sales. Wiseguys has a complete wait 
staff and one purchase minimum per person 
from the menu. The menu was adequate, 
offering simple, good café food, such as sand-
wiches, appetizers, desserts, bottled beers and 
soft drinks. The wait staff was professional, 
quick and surprisingly did not distract from 
the show, as they bustled between tables. The 
quality of the food varied from item to item, 
which were by no means culinary masterpiec-
es but most deem them likeable.
 “The mozzarella sticks were really good,” 
Warner said. “But I felt like the chips they gave 
us were bought at Costco – nothing really spe-
cial about the chips.”
 “The food was pretty bad, all things con-
sidered,” Neidfeldt said. “But I didn’t go for a 
great meal. I went to watch comedians.”
 Besides the food and drinks, customers 
were made aware of DVDs and CDs available 
for purchase after the show, along with an 
opportunity to meet that night’s headliner. 
The prices of these items were set by the per-
former but fairly reasonable.
 Despite some f laws with the space and 
menu, a trip to Wiseguys promises to be 
entertaining. Admission is normally $10, but 
for regular shows a two-for-one coupon can 
be printed off the club’s Web site, www.wise-
guyscomedy.com. Performances are Friday and 
Saturday at 7 and 9 p.m.
– jess.wallace@aggiemail.usu.edu
8We buy, sell, & trade books!
753-5367
1766 Blacksmith Court (400 W) access from 1700 S
See Map at jensonbooksonline.com
Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6
Jenson Books
Over 25,000 books & more arriving daily!
Bring this coupon in for your choice 
of  1 FREE BOOK, DVD, or CD!
No strings attached, bring in a coupon & walk out with one item of  your choice. 
Limit one coupon per visit.
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expansive album that lends itself to absorbed 
listening from start to finish, much like the 
great rock albums do.”
    In addition to newgrass, the ‘dusters have 
been categorized as “jamgrass.” They are 
known for their arrangements, including 
covers of country and rock classics at their 
concerts, where all the band members jam 
individually and collectively. 
    Traditional bluegrass musicians have ques-
tioned the license that newer bands, such as 
the Stringdusters, have taken with regard to 
their compositions, but increasingly younger 
audiences find the innovative tunes entertain-
ing. 
    Patrick Carlton, a freshman from Florida 
State University who plays guitar for the 
Bluewater Bluegrass Band, posted on ilike.
com that “the Infamous Stringdusters have 
extended the boundaries of acoustic music and 
broaden the horizons of bluegrass as a musical 
genre ... As a bluegrass musician and aficio-
nado, I must say you guys represent a much 
needed awakening for the art form and are 
truly the embodiment of collective virtuosity.”
    Kim Ruehl, who runs the folk music site 
for about.com, praised their live vocals, say-
ing, “Each member’s voice is so smooth and 
quintessentially Nashville, that it feels like 
listening to a composite of all the great male 
Nashvillian singers in one place at one time.”
    Ruehl said folk music – which came out of 
the American Revolution, the slave fields, the 
Civil War and Reconstruction – is an impor-
tant part of history.
 “There are folk songs that people made to 
help themselves through labor struggles and 
the crash of the stock market,” Ruehl said. 
“Every war has been sound-tracked by folk 
songs. In each moment of human history, aver-
age and amazing people find a way to sing out 
that is somehow nostalgic, optimistic, heart-
breaking and empowering at the same time.”
    The current social climate may be fertile 
ground for a crop of these fresh, original tal-
ents.
    The Infamous Stringdusters concert is host-
ed by the Bridger Folk Music Society (BFMS).  
Founded in 1979, BFMS is a nonprofit all-vol-
unteer organization, dedicated to supporting 
folk music in its many forms.  In addition to 
concerts at USU venues, BFMS hosts coffee-
house and private home performances featur-
ing locally-, regionally- and nationally-known 
musicians. 
    BFMS President Eric Wagner praised the 
‘dusters’ music and said students would enjoy 
the band’s style, which he described as “col-
lectively pushing the bluegrass envelope into 
new territory.”
 Wagner would love to see a packed house at 
the concert. 
 He said, “It is not often we get a band of 
this caliber to come to Logan.  It would be 
great to show them the community appreciates 
their music.”
    The cost for the concert is $16 in advance 
and $18 at the door. For more information, 
refer to their Web site, www.bridgerfolk.org.
– tam.r@aggiemail.usu.edu
Band: Group blends old with new 
      -continued from page 5
Mayer stays strong with “Battle Studies”
It’s no secret that John 
Mayer released his new 
album last December.  As 
a matter of fact, I would 
guess that most of my 
readers have already 
heard at least one of the 
tracks from the album, 
and I can guarantee that 
every Mayer fan in the 
United States practically 
worships this album. 
    It’s also no secret that 
Mayer needs no publicity 
– he’s already plenty famous and sells 
millions of albums without the help from 
a college newspaper in Logan.  However, 
odds are the average Joe has not heard 
much about the details of this record. 
That’s where I come in.  So, should you 
spend $15 of your hard-earned money 
on the album?
 The album is called “Battle Studies.” 
When I heard the title, I thought it 
sounded interesting for a Mayer album. I 
was curious to see if Mayer’s style would 
change, especially after Mayer teamed 
up with Fall Out Boy to cover Michael 
Jackson’s “Beat It,” hardcore-style. That 
cover is awesome, and if you haven’t 
heard it, I recommend you look it up. 
Mayer’s guitar solo in the middle is melt-
your-face-off awesome, and Michael 
Jackson’s music is timeless, even if it is 
covered. But I digress.
    The one thing the music connoisseur 
should bear in mind, when getting to this 
album, is that Mayer has not changed 
his musical style. If you liked Mayer’s 
previous work, you’ll like this CD. He 
has neither changed himself into a hard-
rock artist nor has he altered his tempo 
nor singing style.  As a matter of fact, 
Mayer’s subject matter hasn’t changed 
much since the last album either. Mostly, 
Mayer loves to sing about ruined love, 
heartbreak and destroyed lives. The 
theme sticks through this album.
    In fact, the title, “Battle 
Studies,” reflects what 
I believe to be Mayer’s 
ongoing battle with main-
taining a meaningful rela-
tionship more than any-
thing else. I draw my evi-
dence from the first and 
probably most famous 
track on the album, 
“Heartbreak Warfare.”
    It’s slow and mean-
dering, but the lyrics are 
deep and the style is clas-
sic Mayer. I believe, in part, this track 
is going to stick around for a long time 
for two reasons. Firstly, this song has the 
best hook I have heard from a song in 
months. Any normal person who listens 
to this song will come away humming or 
singing. I submit the fact that my room-
mate and I are singing along with the 
track, as I write this review. Secondly, 
any rational person who has tried and 
failed at love can relate to this song, but, 
surprisingly, Mayer and the label did not 
think this track would be the big hit.
    “Heartbreak Warfare” was not the first 
track pushed by the record label, when 
the CD was set to be released, accord-
ing to a work colleague I have at a Salt 
Lake City radio station. That honor fell 
to “Who Says,” the fourth track on the 
album. The song is musically great. The 
chord progression and guitar fingerpick-
ing are flawless. As with “Heartbreak 
Warfare,” the average listener will come 
away humming the tune. The only flaw 
with this song is the lyrics, and that flaw 
is a big one.
    “Who says I can’t get stoned? Turn 
off the lights and the telephone. Me in 
my house, alone. Who says I can’t get 
stoned?”
    Mayer has an amazing skill in being 
able to incorporate less tasteful subjects 
into catchy music. It just so happens that 
in “Who Says,” the less tasteful subject 
is drug use. Now, that was just one 
line from the song. Before judging any 
lyric, the entire song must be taken into 
account. I plead with readers to reserve 
judgment for themselves until they’ve 
heard the song and read the lyrics inde-
pendently. Radio fears too much public 
backlash and probably rightfully so. I just 
wish Mayer hadn’t written a song about 
being a stoner so that I could hear it on 
the air.
    The seventh track, “Crossroads,” 
is probably the most soulful track I’ve 
heard from Mayer in any of his four 
studio albums and the best blues song 
I’ve heard in a long time. The riff Mayer 
lays down is comparable to “Spirit in the 
Sky,” and Mayer’s guitar solo around 
which the rest of the track revolves defies 
description. If I were cruising down the 
road in upstate Alabama or Mississippi, 
this is the music I would be listening to. 
The track is slightly out of the box for 
Mayer and is found in probably the best 
possible position on the album.  It’s pre-
ceded by an eclectic experiment and fol-
lowed by truly a vintage-sounding Mayer 
track featuring fading electric guitar and 
a progressive drumbeat. The change of 
pace provided by “Crossroads” really 
makes the album.
    I predict the final track of the album, 
“Friends, Lovers, or Nothing,” will be 
Mayer’s next single. The progression of 
the song develops extremely well, and 
just like all of Mayer’s other hits, the 
melody is catchy. Just like “Heartbreak 
Warfare,” the subject matter is one that 
most can identify with. The song is excel-
lent.
    I give Mayer a solid A for this CD. He 
innovated with “Crossroads,” satisfied his 
fan base with, well, the entire album and 
the rest of music-hungry middle America 
with “Heartbreak Warfare.” I think the 
album you’ll get for your $11 on iTunes is 
well worth the cash.
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu
 Grade A
“Battle Studies”
by John Mayer
           Tune   
Takes
Landon 
Hemsley
“It gives a mes-
sage to all the 
other teams 
in the confer-
ence that we’re 
a team to play 
with not just 
something that 
everybody can 
roll over.”
Amber White,
junior forward
 Junior forward Pooh 
Williams scored 15 points 
to fuel the Utah State Aggies 
over the Louisiana Tech 
Bulldogs, 67-61, Wednesday 
night at the Spectrum.   
 Williams was not the 
leading scorer but stepped 
up his play, when the Aggies 
needed it most. Williams, 
along with junior guard Tyler 
Newbold, kept the Bulldogs’ 
leading scorer, senior guard 
Kyle Gibson, fairly quiet.
 The Aggies led by double-
digits in the first half, but 
the Bulldogs cut the lead to 
four by halftime and kept 
the game close the rest of 
the way. The Aggies made 
clutch shots at key moments, 
and Aggie head coach 
Stew Morrill said he was 
impressed with the team’s 
performance in a tight game.
 “I was proud of our guys 
for the way they responded 
in a really close game,” 
Morrill said. “When the 
game was on the line, we 
made some plays and that 
was the difference. That’s a 
very good win.”
 Both sides struggled to 
score the ball, especially in 
the second half. Midway 
through the second period, 
the Bulldogs gained a small 
lead. Junior forward Tai 
Wesley, who led the Aggies 
in scoring with 16 points, 
picked up his fourth foul and 
went to the bench with 7:15 
left in the game. Williams, 
who had 
already 
scored four 
straight 
points for 
the Aggies, 
went on to 
hit seven 
straight 
points and 
recapture the 
lead for the 
Aggies, for 
good.
 What may 
have been 
more impres-
sive for 
Williams was 
that 14 of 
his 15 points 
came in the 
second half.
 “The most pleasing thing 
to me is about how much 
(Williams) has matured as a 
player and person,” Morrill 
said. “Earlier in his career, if 
he had a tough first half, he 
wouldn’t have been able to 
turn it around. He’s grown a 
great deal. I thought he had 
an outstanding game.”
 Gibson is third in the 
Western Athletic Conference 
in scoring, averaging 21 
points a game, and Williams, 
who guarded Gibson most of 
the night, limited him to 14 
points on 4-of-18 shooting.
 “When I guard players 
like that, my goal is to keep 
them under 
their average 
and not let 
them shoot a 
good percent-
age,” Williams 
said. “So I 
went out and 
tried to give it 
all I have.”
 Quayle 
played a solid 
game as well, 
recording 
his second 
double-double 
of the sea-
son, with 13 
points and 
10 rebounds. 
The Bulldogs 
extended their 
defense to a 
full-court press for much of 
the game, forcing Quayle to 
frequently run around.
 “That gets me really 
tired,” Quayle said. “I hate 
that, I’m not going to lie.”
 Quayle maintained his 
composure however, not 
committing a single turn-
over.
 Neither team shot particu-
larly well, but the Bulldogs 
shot worse, finishing the 
night 37.5 percent from the 
field and 27.3 percent from 
the 3-point arc. Bulldogs 
senior forward Magnum 
Rolle finished with 15 
points, and DeAndre Brown 
chipped in 14 points. The 
9
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“White” hot forward, stage come back too late
USU  11-2  21-6
NMSU   9-3  16-9
La. Tech   8-4  20-6
Nevada  8-4       16-9
Fresno State   6-7       13-14
SJSU  5-7       12-12
Idaho  4-8      12-12
Hawaii  2-10      9-16
Boise St.  2-10    12-14
RECENT RESULTS:
2/17
USU vs. La Tech – 67-61 
Nevada vs. Fresno St – 74-70
BSU vs. CS Bakersfield – 81-62 
Men’s Basketball
WACStandings
Fresno St.  12-0  21-5
Nevada   9-3  15-11
La. Tech  8-3       17-6
NMSU  6-6       16-10
Boise St.  5-6       16-9
Idaho  4-7      6-18
USU  4-8  12-13
Hawaii  3-10     9-17
SJSU  2-10     6-17
RECENT RESULTS:
2/17
Fresno St. @ USU – 69-63
La. Tech @ NMSU – 62-55
NMSU vs. Idaho – 73-63
SJSU vs. Hawaii - 68-61
Women’s Basketball
WACStandings
TouchBase
Quick Quinn
 Utah State 
track and 
field athlete 
Kim Quinn 
had a new 
personal 
best in the 
3,000 meter 
run in 
Seattle last 
weekend.
 Quinn, a sophomore 
majoring in environmen-
tal studies with a minor in 
political science finished the 
roughly two-mile race in a 
blistering time of 9:54.42. 
Her time is the fourth best in 
school history, missing out 
on the school’s top spot by 
only 4.2 seconds. 
 Quinn looks to better her 
time in Boise at the Indoor 
WAC Championships on Feb. 
25.
QUINN
By CONNOR JONES
sports editor
Johnson, USU’s 
No. 1 blocker
Senior cen-
ter, Nicole 
Johnson 
from 
Vancouver, 
Wash., 
surpassed 
Jessica 
Freeman’s 
all-time 
career-block record of 127 on 
Feb. 13 against the Nevada 
Wolf Pack. 
 The Aggies lost the game 
77-66.
 Johnson came away with 
the record setting block 
under a minute into the sec-
ond half on a jumper attempt 
from Shavon Moore.
 Freeman’s record stood 
from the end of the 2006 
season. The next closest 
block total is Ali Marchant 
who ended her career with 74 
blocks.
 Johnson hit the mark in 
98 games played, beginning 
her freshman year of 2006-
‘07.
Forgotten tragedy, Wichita returns to USU
 More than 40 years ago 
Wichita State and Utah State 
were set to play their sixth game 
in seven years, on Oct. 3, 1970. 
As is customary, because USU 
traveled to Wichita Kansas 
during the 1969 season, the 
Shockers were on their way to 
Logan, not only was the game 
not played, but 31 of Wichita 
State’s players, coaches and 
administration never made it 
home. 
 According to the Oct. 5, 1970 
issue of the Statesman, the team 
was separated into two groups 
for the trip to Cache Valley, the 
starters, head coach, his family, 
the associate athletic director, 
Kansas State Rep. and others 
were to be flying on the “Gold” 
plane. The second and third 
stringers, cheerleaders, trainers 
and assistant coaches were trav-
eling on the “Black” Flight (Gold 
and Black are Wichita’s colors).
 “The trip was an exciting 
one for most of the guys,” said 
Rusty Featherstone, member of 
the 1970s Wichita State football 
team. “There was a lot of excite-
ment, not only for the game but 
also to take a road trip to such a 
beautiful part of the country ... 
Most of the guys had never seen 
the Rockies.
 “Unfortunately that’s part 
of what led to their ultimate 
demise. Coming into Utah State, 
we flew into Denver to refuel. 
One story that hasn’t been told is 
that while my buddy since junior 
high, Johnny Duren, and I were 
out on the tarmac yakking, the 
pilots from the two planes were 
talking to each other. Johnny’s 
pilot (from the gold flight) was 
telling my pilot (from the black 
flight) that he was planning 
on taking the plane over the 
continental divide to look at the 
ski slopes and show the kids the 
mountains. My pilot responded 
with something I’ll never forget, 
saying, ‘We’ll that’s nice but 
we’re going to stick to the foot-
hills so there’s more back doors 
incase something goes wrong.’ 
Johnny’s pilot said, ‘O, nothing 
is going to go wrong,’ and away 
we went.’
 Featherstone said when they 
landed, the assistant coach was 
called into the cockpit.
 Featherstone said the team 
was shocked when the assistant 
coach told them about the crash. 
He said they boarded a bus and 
headed to the motel.
 Featherstone said, “I’ll never 
forget the kindness both the 
community and the Utah State 
football players showed to us 
that night. 
 “Even though I will forever be 
a Shocker fan and will be rout-
ing for them in Saturday’s game, 
I just want to say that if we have 
to lose ... I’ll be glad it was to you 
guys, a real classy bunch.”
 There will be a moment of 
silence during Saturday’s game 
to show respect for the athletes 
who died in the tragic crash.
– c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu
Pooh pushes Utags past Bulldogs, 67-61
 Utah State clawed its way back from a 21-point 
deficit in the first half, only to fall short, 69-63, to 
Western Athletic Conference conference leading 
Fresno State Wednesday evening in 
the Spectrum.
 The Aggies struggled out of the 
gates, as they fell behind Fresno State, 
4-16, in the first six minutes of play. 
USU trailed as much as 21 points, 
during the course of the first half. The 
early woes that frustrated the Aggies 
were turnovers, committing 15 as a 
team in the first half alone and 19 
overall. Fresno State converted 25 of 
its points off Aggie miscues.
 “Our point guards didn’t come 
through for us in the first half,” head 
coach Raegan Pebley said. “I think of 
the 15 (turnovers), 10 of them came 
from them (the Aggie point guards) 
and before we even had anyone else touch the ball. 
As the point guard, you are the coach on the floor. 
You’re the first line of confidence. We just didn’t 
have that in the first half, and that’s a big reason 
why we got down so much.”
 Like in many sports, when the first line fails, in 
come the reserves. Pebley sent in freshman point 
guard Pualei “Pua” Furtado, who has averaged about 
two to four minutes a game prior to Wednesday 
night.
 “I got tired of watching our point guards turn the 
ball over,” Pebley said. “Pua brings pace, and I was 
going to give a younger player an opportunity to 
develop.”
 Furtado was subbed in with just fewer than nine 
minutes left to play in the first half 
and never saw the bench again.
 “I feel like they gave me the 
opportunity today, and I just played 
the best that I could,” Furtado said. 
“They thought that leaving me in was 
best for the team. In the other games, 
if they put me in, then that’s what they 
feel is best for the team, and I’m OK 
with that.”
 Although Furtado did not score, 
she committed only two turnovers in 
29 minutes and gave her teammates 
opportunities to close in on Fresno’s 
lead. Teammates such as Amber 
White, who finished with a team-high 
27 points, led the Aggies back into 
game, after trailing by 14 at halftime, 38-24.
 “Having players on the court like Bam (Amber 
White) being confident is just contagious.” Furtado 
said. “When someone on the court is confident, 
then I get confident and then everyone is just confi-
THE WRECKAGE of the “Gold” plane carrying 40 football play-
ers coaches and distinguished guests smoulders in the Colorado 
Rockies after it crashed Oct. 2, 1970. Photo courtesy of the Wichita 
Eagle
JOHNSON
By STEVE CLARK
staff writer
AGGIE JUNIOR FORWARD AMBER WHITE drives 
to the hoop on the Fresno State Bulldogs on Wednesday 
evening. White finished the night with 21 points. CODY 
GOCHNOUR photo -See HOT, page 11
By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer
POOH WILLIAMS (5) finished Friday night’s game with 15 
points. Coach Morrill said this game was the best of Pooh’s Aggie 
career. PATRICK ODEN photo
-See SPLIT, page 11
While looking 
through archives, 
The Statesman 
staff found that 
the student body 
used to use the 
name Utags to 
refer to Aggie 
athletics. In 
honor of Wichita 
State we’re 
throwing it back. 
Throw Back
By CONNOR JONES
sports editor
 The Utah State Aggies (21-6, 
11-2) will face the Wichita State 
Shockers (22-6, 11-5) Feb. 20, 
for the ESPNU BracketBuster. 
The Aggies will be looking to 
extend their 11-game winning 
streak, against the Shockers 
from the touted Missouri Valley 
Conference.
 “Wichita State is a high-
caliber team from a high-
caliber conference,” said Aggie 
head coach Stew Morrill. “The 
Missouri Valley is known as a 
really good basketball league 
and Wichita State has long had 
great tradition. Going back 
to when I was 
in high school, 
Wichita State 
was a team that 
you were aware 
of. They get great 
support, and they 
are having a fabu-
lous year.
 Utah State and 
Wichita State 
will be meeting 
for the 10th time 
– with the Aggies 
owning a 5-4 all-
time advantage. 
The last time the 
two teams played 
each other was Nov. 24, 1995, 
in Hilo, Hawaii. The Shockers 
pulled out a victory in double 
overtime, 63-61. This will be the 
second time that the Shockers 
have traveled to Logan, as USU 
defeated Wichita State, 102-
83, on Dec. 16, 1967, at the old 
Nelson Fieldhouse.
 Statistically speaking, the 
Aggies and Shockers are two 
very similar teams. The Aggies 
are allowing their opponents 
60.5 points per game, and they 
are scoring 73.6 points per 
game. The Shockers are allowing 
their opponents to score 60.7 
points per game, and they are 
averaging 70 points per game. 
The Shockers are undefeated 
at home (16-0); however, they 
haven’t had the same success on 
the road (5-5).
 Sophomore guard Toure’ 
Murry leads a trio of Shockers 
averaging double-figure point 
totals. Murry is averaging 12.4 
points per game, and senior 
guard Clevin Hannah is right 
behind Murry, averaging 12.3 
points per game. Junior forward 
JT Durley is averag-
ing 11.2 points per 
game, and he scored 
16 points to lead the 
Shockers over the 
Evansville Aces, 76-
70, in overtime, at 
Wichita State on Feb. 
17.  
     Tip-off against the 
Shockers is scheduled 
for 10 p.m. at the 
Spectrum. The game 
will be televised on 
ESPN2.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.
usu.edu
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 Louisiana Tech handed Utah State its 
worst loss of the season back on Jan. 4. It was 
also the Aggies’ last loss.
 From 0-2 in the WAC, USU had surged to 
10-2 over the past month and back into first 
place in the conference. Wednesday night 
provided the Aggies not only a chance at 
retribution but an opportunity to move one 
step closer to a third consecutive regular sea-
son championship.
 After thoroughly thumping USU in 
Ruston, the Bulldogs were intimidated by 
the defending WAC champs. With that confi-
dence, Louisiana Tech used a stif ling defense 
to hold the Aggies in check in Wednesday’s 
game.
 The Bulldogs shut down the Aggies high-
powered offense, keeping USU under 50 per-
cent shooting from the field. They shut down 
the Ags’ 3-point shooting, holding the No. 1 
longball team in the country to 40 percent. 
They even shut down Pooh Williams – for a 
half.
 Known more for his defensive prowess 
than his offensive abilities, the junior guard 
erupted for all 15 of his points in the second 
half. After struggling from the field (0-for-5) 
in the first half, Williams connected on 7-of-
8 shots in the final stanza to vault the Aggies 
to victory.
 “Obviously we went to Pooh a lot, and he 
got on a roll and scored a bunch of points 
in a row for us,” said USU head coach Stew 
Morrill. “The most pleasing thing to me 
about that is how much he’s matured as a 
player – and I think as well as a 
person. Early in his career, if he’d 
of had a tough first half, he wouldn’t 
have been able to turn it around. He’s 
grown a great deal, and I think he had an 
outstanding game.”
 The bunch of points that Morrill 
is referring to came dur-
ing a six-minute stretch 
late in the second 
half. Having lost 
their lead to the 
Bulldogs and 
their top scorer 
(Tai Wesley, 
16 points) to 
foul trouble, 
Finest hour
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By TIM OLSEN
staff writer
the Aggies were struggling to gen-
erate offense.
 Enter number 5.
 Using an aerial display that 
included multiple acrobatic moves 
getting to and around the basket, 
Williams scored 11 consecutive 
points for USU. His effort single-
handedly turned the f low of the 
game back in favor of the Aggies 
and gave the lead back to USU.
 “I just felt like, man, we need to 
get some buckets,” Williams said. 
“We’re playing good defense, but 
we’re not scoring. So I just tried 
to be aggressive and see if I could 
make some shots, and they were 
-See CLUTCH, page 11
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Steve Clark
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“Wichita State 
is a high-cali-
ber team from a 
high-caliber con-
ference...”
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Meet the Challenge
 For the fourth meet in a row, Utah State (1-9, 
0-2 WAC) gymnastics will take on an in-state 
foe when the Aggies host BYU (1-7) on Friday, 
Feb. 19. The battle between the Aggies and the 
Cougars starts at 7 p.m. at USU’s Dee Glen Smith 
Spectrum.
 RQS RANKINGS APPEARING – Regional 
qualifying scores (RQS) started appearing in 
Monday’s rankings. USU has a 187.670 RQS, 
while BYU doesn’t have an RQS yet due to not 
having enough home meets.
 BEEHIVE STATE BATTLE-TESTED – Friday’s 
meet against BYU will be Utah State’s fifth match-
up with an in-state foe, after taking on SUU Jan. 
22, BYU Feb. 5, Utah Feb. 12 and Southern Utah 
Feb. 15. It is also the fourth straight meet against 
in-state opponents for USU.
 RANK STREAK – Friday is USU’s first meet 
this season, when at least one opponent is not 
ranked in the top 30. The Aggies’ first seven 
meets of the season had at least one ranked team. 
Utah State has faced No. 25 Central Michigan on 
Jan. 15, No. 30 New Hampshire on Jan. 17, No. 21 
Southern Utah on Jan. 22, No. 21 Boise State on 
Jan. 29, No. 20 Denver on Feb. 5, No. 4 Utah on 
Feb. 12.
 IN THE RANKINGS – BYU is No. 34 in the 
updated Troester Women’s Gymnastics rankings, 
for the week of Feb. 15, while Utah State is No. 58. 
The Cougars are also ranked No. 6 in the North 
Central region rankings, while the Aggies are 
eighth.
 UP NEXT – Utah State hits the road for two 
meets, heading to Fullerton, Calif., for a tri-meet 
with WAC foe Cal State Fullerton along with 
UCLA on Friday, Feb. 26. The Aggies then tangle 
with the Broncos of Boise State on Friday, March 
5, at Boise, Idaho. USU returns home for its final 
two regular-season meets, hosting San Jose State 
on Friday, March 12 and Sacramento State on 
Friday, March 19.
 TICKET INFO – USU gymnastics tickets are 
available through the USU Ticket Office at the 
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum, call 1-888-USTATE-1 
or 797-0305 or online 24 hours a day at www.
UtahStateAggies.com and clicking on the “buy/
renew tickets” under the “tickets” drop-down 
menu.
 ABOUT UTAH STATE – The injury-stricken, 
short-handed Aggies are 1-9 overall and 0-2 in 
WAC action, after Monday’s action with No. 19 
Southern Utah, in which the Aggies had seven 
gymnasts in action, totaling a 186.675, while the 
Thunderbirds posted a 195.075. USU had six on 
bars and beam and five on vault and floor. In last 
Friday’s meet at No. 4 Utah, the Aggies had only 
four gymnasts on floor and five on beam and 
vault, totaling a 178.250. USU had a season-high 
48.475 on bars, the lone event that the Aggies had 
six gymnasts competing. Utah State had a three-
meet road swing to open the season, dropping a 
dual at Central Michigan in the season-opener on 
Jan. 15 and then finishing third at the four-team 
New Hampshire Invitational on Jan. 17. USU got 
into the win column for the first time in its sec-
ond meet of the year, after not getting its first win 
until the 11th meet of the year last season. The 
Aggies were on the short end of a 195.050-191.225 
dual at No. 21 Southern Utah on Jan. 22. In its 
home opener on Jan. 29, USU just missed out on 
upsetting No. 21 Boise State, dropping a 191.625-
191.125 decision.
 In the Feb. 15 rankings, the Aggies are sixth 
in the WAC with a 188.333 team total. USU is 
fifth on beam (47.050) while ranking sixth on 
vault (47.671), bars (47.879) and floor (45.733). 
Monday’s meet is not figured into the rankings, 
and Utah State now has a 188.096 team total aver-
age, including a 47.904 on bars, 47.557 on vault, 
47.061 on beam and 45.575 on floor.
 Individually, senior Heather Heinrich is 
eighth in the WAC and 12th in the North Central 
region in vault with a 9.767 average (9.754 after 
Monday). Heinrich is also tied for 110th in the 
nation on vault. Heinrich also leads USU on 
floor with a 9.629 average (9.636 after Monday), 
ranking 13th in the conference and 38th in the 
region. Freshman Amelia Montoya ranks sixth 
in the conference and 16th in the region in the 
all-around, with a 38.192 average, while Heinrich 
is seventh in the league and 17th in the region, 
and junior Lyndsie Boone is eighth in the confer-
ence and 19th in the region (37.915). Sophomore 
Rebecca Holliday is second in the WAC and 
sixth in the region with the 9.8 from her season 
debut in the Utah dual (9.700 after Monday). 
Sophomore Rachel Flessner is 15th in the confer-
ence and 34th in the region on beam (9.565 / 
9.563 after Monday).
 INJURY BUG – Utah State has been bitten 
by the injury bug, as junior Jackie Dillon, sopho-
mores Rebecca Holliday and Brandie Dickson, 
along with freshman Amelia Montoya all missed 
the BYU-Denver tri-meet because of injuries, as 
USU had only six gymnasts in action. The injury 
bug bit again, with junior Lyndsie Boone and 
sophomore Chelsea Marquardt suffering knee 
injuries with awkward vault landings at the BYU 
meet and are questionable for the Utah meet. 
On the good news front, Dillon, Holliday and 
Dickson competed last Friday at Utah on a limited 
action basis and had extended action Monday 
against Southern Utah and are expected for con-
tinued limited action Friday.
Aggie Gymnasts face Brigham Young Friday
BY USU ATHLETICS
By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer
dent, and we play off each other, and we’re able 
to catch up.”
 Pebley counts on White to pick up the team 
members when they’re down.
 “Amber was confident, she was a good 
leader,” Pebley said. “I think that confidence 
was great as she maintained it even when we got 
down, and she kept trying to lead her team and 
finally it became contagious to her teammates.”
 White was “white” hot in this game. She shot 
12-24 from the field, along with dropping three 
3-pointers. White played all 40 minutes of this 
contest.
 “I guess the drive to win kind of keeps me 
going,” White said. “There are different teams 
where I get more open shots, and there are 
teams where I don’t get so many. I just took 
advantage of it tonight. I hit the first couple and 
felt confident, so I kept going with it.”
 On the offensive end, it seemed as if White 
and Fresno State’s top scorer Jaleesa Ross, who 
finished with 31, were battling back and forth 
throughout the night.
 “I don’t really see it that way,” White said. 
“She’s one of the leading scorers in the confer-
ence, so it’s not like she doesn’t ever do that. It’s 
not something we weren’t expecting out of her.”
 The Aggies (4-7) were the definite underdogs 
in this game against Fresno State, who is the top 
“bulldog” in the WAC sitting at 11-0.
 White said it was all about “attitude.”
 “They’re the top team in the conference, and 
everybody wants to knock them off their high 
horse,” White said. “We don’t go in there with 
any intimidation, just the attitude of one team 
playing another, not paying attention to records 
or anything like that.”
 Like Pebley mentioned, the team feeds off 
the confidence and leadership of White.
 “I just knew that we could beat them,” 
Furtado said. “We came back from being down 
so much, and we came back, and we were so 
close, and we almost finished it. But they are 
such a good team and so are we. We’re a team to 
play with as well.”
 Obviously, a loss in the statistical eye is bad, 
but White said she and her teammates could 
pull out more confidence from Wednesday 
night’s game.
 “It gives a message to all the other teams in 
the conference that we’re a team to play with, 
not just something that everybody can roll 
over,” White said. “So I think we made a state-
ment tonight even with the loss.”
 USU travels to Las Cruces next Tuesday, Feb. 
23 to take on New Mexico State (6-6), who is 
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falling for me tonight.”
 Before Williams took over, the Aggies had 
been held without a field goal for four min-
utes. Including that four-minute stretch, no 
other USU player scored until Wesley hit a pair 
of free throws with 3:46 to play – a 10-minute 
stretch.
 After the game, Williams’ 
coach was not alone in his praise 
for the athletic guard. Teammates 
and fans were full of compli-
ments, in the tunnel, following 
the Aggie’s 11th consecutive win.
 “That was huge, that was 
probably the turning point right 
there,” said senior Jared Quayle of 
Williams’ scoring barrage. “Pooh, 
I can’t say enough about how 
much he stepped up tonight. He’s 
a fantastic player, and you’ve got 
to give him credit for carrying us 
tonight.”
 As inspired as Williams was on 
the offensive side of the ball, he 
was equally – if not more so – brilliant on the 
defensive side of things.
 For Williams, who is often assigned to 
the opposing team’s best perimeter threat, 
Wednesday night was no different. Louisiana 
Tech guard Kyle Gibson entered the game, 
averaging 21 points a night.
 Williams locked down on Gibson early, 
holding the senior to 2-of-11 shooting in the 
opening half and 4-of-18 overall – 1-of-8 from 
3-point range. The suffocating effort earned 
Williams some serious praise from his coach.
 “Kyle Gibson is an all-league player, and 
he went 4-for-18 ... . Somebody was doing 
something right,” Morrill 
said. “Obviously Pooh gets 
that assignment a lot – he has 
to guard the other teams best 
perimeter player a lot. He just 
did a great job. Overall, it might 
have been his finest hour as an 
Aggie. He was good tonight, 
really good.”
 With all the attention after 
the win, Williams was much 
more modest about his play.
 “He’s a heck of a player, 
averaging 21 points,” he said. 
“When I guard players like that, 
my goal is just to keep them 
under their average and not let 
them shoot a good percentage. So I just went 
out and tried to give it all I had tonight. That’s 
what I wanted to do.”
 – t.olsen@aggiemail.usu.edu
Clutch: Pooh gets 15 in 2nd half 
   -continued from page 10
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Ags finished the night shoot-
ing 46.4 percent from the 
field and 40.6 percent from 
behind the 3-point arc.
 Junior forward Nate 
Bendall f inished the night 
with 11 points and nine 
rebounds. His biggest three 
points of the night came in 
the waning moments of the 
game. Williams missed the 
front end of a one-and-one 
free-throw situation, with 
the Aggies up by two and 
29 seconds left in the game, 
but Bendall sniffed out the 
rebound underneath the 
basket for a put-back lay-up 
with a foul.
 “Nate’s rebound was 
huge,” Quayle said. “That 
was a big play, because we 
were up only two at the 
time, and we missed that 
free throw, and he got that 
board. We went up by five 
– that was a huge play.”
 Next, the Aggies will face 
the Wichita State Shockers 
out of the Missouri Valley 
Conference. The Shockers 
defeated last place Evansville 
Wednesday at home in over-
time, 76-70. Junior forward 
JT Durley scored 16 points 
in the Shockers’ victory. 
Currently, the Shockers are 
in second place in the MVC, 
behind No. 24 Northern 
Iowa.
 “All I know is they’re a 
really good team,” Quayle 
said. “We’re expecting them 
to come in here and give us a 
good game.”
 Tip-off against the 
Shockers is slated for 
Saturday 10 p.m. in the 
Spectrum. The game will 
be televised on ESPN2, 
as part of the ESPNU 
BracketBusters.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu
Split: USU and La. Tech both win 
on their home court this season
     -continued from page 9
HEAD COACH STEW MORRILL talks to a referee after a 
questionable call Wednesday night. PATRICK ODEN photo
“Pooh, I can’t 
say enough 
about how much 
he stepped up 
tonight. He’s a 
fantastic player 
and you’ve got to 
give him credit 
for carrying us 
tonight.”
Jared Quayle, senior 
point guard
 Utah State men’s ten-
nis squeezed past in-state 
rival Weber State, 4-3, 
Wednesday. The Aggies 
improve to an even 4-4 
season record with the 
non-conference win, while 
Weber State dropped to 3-5.
 Utah State hit the courts 
in good stride, taking the 
doubles point with victories 
at the one and two posi-
tions. Juniors Jakob Asplund 
and Bryan Marchant tri-
umphed at the No. 1 spot, 
defeating the Wildcats’ 
Sascha Kiehne and Dave 
Hintze, 8-6. 
 Senior Amit Maharaj and 
freshman Sven Poslusny 
took the victory over WSU’s 
Cole Paterson and Henning 
Hipp, 8-4, at the No. 2 
spot. Partners Maharaj and 
Poslusny hold an Aggie 
season-high record of 6-2 in 
doubles competition, at the 
No. 2 position.
 USU battled through 
singles action with wins at 
the No. 4, 5 and 6 spots. 
Maharaj defeated WSU’s 
Dave Hintze, 6-2, 6-2, at the 
No. 4 position, while fresh-
man Nikita Ryashchenko 
took the point over the 
Wildcats’ Ben Rode, 6-3, 6-
1, at the No. 6 spot.  
 The Aggies held an even 
3-3 score till junior Alex 
Thatcher sealed the USU 
victory with a win at the 
No. 4 spot, over WSU’s Cole 
Paterson, 6-4, 6-1. Asplund, 
Poslusny and Marchant 
all fell in their matches to 
WSU’s Simon Unger, Hipp 
and Kiehne, respectively.
 Utah State continues 
home action Saturday, Feb. 
20, against Mesa State at 10 
a.m. All home matches are 
held at the Logan Sports 
Academy and Racquet Club 
and are free and open to the 
public.
Men’s tennis takes victory over 
Weber State, 4-3, Wednesday
BY USU ATHLETICS
JAKOB ASPLUND (LEFT) AND DOUBLES PARTNER, BRYAN MARCHANT, lunges for the ball during Wednesday’s home 
match against Weber State. Asplund and Marchant won their doubles match against Weber’s Sascha Kiehne and Dave Hintze, 8-6 CODY 
GOCHNOUR photo
Hot: Aggie second-half surge was too little too late against Fresno State
-continued from page 9
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Fed probe urged on cancer chemical in Marine water
 WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP) – A North 
Carolina congressman said Thursday that he 
wants an investigation into reports that levels 
of a cancer-causing chemical in tap water at a 
Marine Corps base were downplayed and then 
omitted from official documents.
 Democratic Rep. Brad Miller called for 
the probe by his House science subcommittee 
Thursday – a day after The Associated Press 
reported on new documents that indicate mas-
sive fuel leaks at Camp Lejeune and high concen-
trations of benzene found in a water well there in 
1984.
 “I am just disbelieving of their failure to act. It 
may have been worse than a failure to act. They 
may have acted to minimize or prevent the risk 
from being disclosed,” Miller told the Associated 
Press on Thursday. “It is hard to imagine they 
would let this go on. There was too much infor-
mation that they had to have consciously disre-
garded.”
 Benzene, a carcinogen, is a natural part of 
crude oil and gasoline. Drinking water contain-
ing high levels of it can cause vomiting, dizzi-
ness, sleepiness, convulsions and death. Long-
term exposure damages bone marrow, lowers the 
number of red blood cells, and can cause anemia 
and leukemia, according to the EPA.
 In 1984, an environmental contractor found 
benzene at 380 parts per billion at a well near a 
fuel farm. When a draft report was turned in, 
the level was changed to 38 parts per billion. 
The company’s final report on the well, issued in 
1994, did not mention the benzene.
 The Marine Corps had been warned nearly a 
decade earlier about the dangerously high levels 
of benzene, which was traced to massive leaks 
from fuel tanks at the base on the North Carolina 
coast. The benzene was discovered as part of a 
broader, ongoing probe into that contamination.
 Rep. John D. Dingell, D-Mich., the Chair 
Emeritus of the House Energy and Commerce 
Committee, said the Marines and their families 
“deserve to know exactly what was in the water.”
 “I want to know whether there are still toxic 
chemicals contaminating the water at Camp 
Lejeune. If there are, what is the Navy’s plan for 
dealing with them?” Dingell said.
 Health officials believe as many as 1 million 
people may have been exposed to tainted water 
at the base before the wells closed two decades 
ago. 
\
MARINE MASTER SGT. JERRY ENSMINGER, in a Feb. 16, 2009 photo, is at his home in 
Elizabethtown, NC. with some of his documentation related to contaminated water at Camp Lejeune. 
Ensminger lost his 9-year-old daughter Janey, seen in photo at left, to leukemia and believes the govern-
ment knowingly exposed military families to carcinogenic contaminates. AP photo
 PHILADELPHIA (AP) – A subur-
ban Philadelphia school district used 
the webcams in school-issued laptops 
to spy on students at home, potential-
ly catching them and their families 
in compromising situations, a family 
claims in a federal lawsuit.
 Lower Merion School District 
officials would not comment on the 
accusation, but angry students have 
already responded by putting tape 
on their laptop cameras and micro-
phones.
 Sophomore Tom Halpern 
described students as “pretty disgust-
ed,” and noted that his class recently 
read “1984,” the George Orwell clas-
sic that coined the term “Big Brother.”
 “This is just bogus,” said Halpern, 
15, of Wynnewood, as he left 
Harriton High School on Thursday 
with his taped-up computer. “I just 
think it’s really despicable that they 
have the ability to just watch me all 
the time.”
 The school district can activate the 
webcams without students’ knowl-
edge or permission, the suit said. 
Plaintiffs Michael and Holly Robbins 
suspect the cameras captured stu-
dents and family members as they 
undressed and in other embarrassing 
situations, according to the suit.
 Such actions would amount to 
potentially illegal electronic wire-
tapping, said Witold J. Walczak, 
legal director of the American Civil 
Liberties Union of Pennsylvania, 
which is not involved in the case.
 “School officials cannot, any more 
than police, enter into the home 
either electronically or physically 
without an invitation or a warrant,” 
Walczak said.
 The school district could not 
immediately confirm whether it has 
the ability to activate the webcams 
remotely, a spokesman said.
 “We can categorically state that 
we are and have always been commit-
ted to protecting the privacy of our 
students,” said the spokesman, Doug 
Young.
 The aff luent district prides itself 
on its technology initiatives, which 
include giving Apple laptops to each 
of the approximately 2,300 students 
at its two high schools.
 “It is no accident that we arrived 
ahead of the curve; in Lower Merion, 
our responsibility is to lead,” 
Superintendent Christopher W. 
McGinley wrote on the district Web 
site. McGinley did not immediately 
return messages left Thursday by The 
Associated Press.
 The Robbinses said they learned 
of the alleged webcam images when 
Lindy Matsko, an assistant princi-
pal at Harriton High School, told 
their son Blake that school officials 
thought he had engaged in improper 
behavior at home. The behavior was 
not specified in the suit.
 “(Matsko) cited as evidence a pho-
tograph from the webcam embedded 
in minor plaintiff ’s personal laptop 
issued by the school district,” the suit 
states. The behavior was not specified 
in the suit, which did not make clear 
whether the family had seen any pho-
tographs captured by school officials.
 Matsko later confirmed to 
Michael Robbins that the school had 
the ability to activate the webcams 
remotely, according to the suit, which 
was filed Tuesday and which seeks 
class-action status.
 The Robbinses declined to speak 
with an Associated Press reporter at 
their home Thursday. Their lawyer, 
Mark S. Haltzman, did not return 
messages.
 The U.S. Supreme Court reaf-
firmed the privacy of the home when 
it ruled in 2001 that police could not, 
without a warrant, use thermal imag-
ing equipment outside a home to see 
if heat lamps were being used inside 
to grow marijuana.
 Pennsylvania school uses webcams to spy on students at home
 AMSTERDAM (AP) – Yvo de Boer, the top 
U.N. climate change official, told The Associated 
Press Thursday that he was resigning after nearly 
four years, a period when governments struggled 
without success to agree on a new global warming 
deal.
 His departure takes effect July 1, five months 
before 193 nations are due to reconvene in Mexico 
for another attempt to reach a binding worldwide 
accord on controlling greenhouse gases.
 De Boer said from Bonn, Germany that he 
was announcing his departure now to allow U.N. 
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon to find a succes-
sor well before the Mexico conference.
 The media-savvy former Dutch civil servant 
and climate negotiator was widely credited with 
raising the profile of climate issues through his 
frequent press encounters and his backstage lob-
bying of world leaders.
 But his constant travel and frenetic diplo-
macy failed to bridge the suspicions and distrust 
between developing and industrial countries that 
barred the way to a final agreement at the climate 
change summit in Copenhagen in December.
 De Boer told the AP he believes talks “are on 
track,” although it was uncertain that a full treaty 
could be finalized at the next high-level confer-
ence in November.
 The partial agreement reached in Copenhagen, 
brokered by President Barack Obama, “was very 
significant,” he said But he acknowledged frustra-
tion that the deal fell short of consensus and was 
merely “noted” rather than formally adopted by 
all countries.
 “We were about an inch away from a formal 
agreement. It was basically in our grasp, but it 
didn’t happen,” he said. “So that was a pity.”
 
He said the disappointing Copenhagen outcome 
was unrelated to his decision to quit, and that he 
had begun looking for a new job last year before 
the summit.
 But de Boer appeared to be more disheartened 
by the snail-paced negotiations than he was ready 
to admit.
 
Top UN climate official resigning before Mexico conference
UNITED NATIONS CLIMATE CHIEF Yvo de Boer addresses a press conference in New Delhi, India, 
Thursday, Feb. 4. De Boer defended the findings of an U.N. panel on climate change Thursday. AP photo
 MEXICO CITY (AP) – A 
man accused of being an influ-
ential, second-generation 
member of the Sinaloa drug 
cartel was extradited from 
Mexico to the United States on 
Thursday on charges he helped 
move tons of cocaine from 
Colombia to California, New 
York and Chicago.
 Vicente Zambada Niebla 
was turned over to U.S. 
authorities at the international 
bridge connecting Matamoros 
to Brownsville, Texas, Mexico’s 
attorney general’s office 
announced.
 Zambada’s father, Ismael 
“El Mayo” Zambada, controls 
the cartel along with Mexico’s 
most wanted drug lord, 
Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman, 
according to law enforcement 
officials.
 The younger Zambada 
assumed major new powers in 
the Sinaloa cartel in 2008, with 
control over logistics and the 
authority to order assassina-
tions, authorities say.
 Zambada Niebla was 
arrested last year at a home in 
an elite Mexico City neighbor-
hood.
 The U.S. attorney’s office in 
Chicago announced Thursday 
afternoon that Zambada-
Niebla had arrived in Chicago 
and was scheduled to be 
arraigned Tuesday before U.S. 
District Judge Ruben Castillo.
 Zambada-Niebla, 34, is 
one of three dozen defendants 
indicted in Chicago in August 
2009 on what prosecutors 
described as the largest inter-
national narcotics conspiracy 
cases in Chicago’s history. The 
indictment accuses the Sinaloa 
cartel of importing tons of 
cocaine and large amounts of 
heroin into the United States.
Son of top drug suspect sent to US from Mexico
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Great 
Summer 
Jobs
in California for 
the largest 
family-owned
pest control 
company in the US. 
100% commissions 
up-front. Gas & cell 
phones paid. 
Check out
www.clarksummerjobs.com
or call now 
877-899-1205
$500
$2370-$3390
$2070-$2490
Answers 
To Today’s 
Crossword
Puzzle!
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2297 North Main, Logan 
753-6444
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11:30 FOR MATINEES
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STADIUM 8
535 W 100 N, Providence
• DEAR JOHN* (PG-13)
12:35, 2:50, 5:05, 7:20, 9:35
• SHERLOCK HOLMES* (PG-13)
   1:20, 4:20, 7:00, 9:35
• WOLFMAN*  (R)     
   12:45, 2:55, 5:05, 7:15, 9:25
• AVATAR* (PG-13)
   1:15, 4:30, 7:45
• FROM PARIS TO ROME* (R)
   12:40, 2:45, 4:50, 7:10, 9:20 
• WHEN IN ROME* (PG-13) 
   1:05, 3:05, 5:05, 7:05,- 9:05 
• PERCY JACKSON (PG)*
   1:10, 4:10, 6:40, 9:10
• VALENTINE’S DAY (PG-13)*
   12:45, 3:45, 6:50, 9:40
MOVIES 5
2450 N Main Street
• WHEN IN ROME* (PG)
   4:10, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
• ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS* 
   (PG) 4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
• PRECIOUS (R)
   4:00, 6:40 Fri/Sat 9:20
• THE BLIND SIDE* (PG-13)
4:10, 6:50, Fri/Sat 9:30
• TOOTH FAIRY* (PG)
 4:15, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:25
MIDNIGHT SHOWS 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS
 UNIVERSITY 6
1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)
• DEAR JOHN* (PG-13)
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30
• WOLFMAN* (R)
   1:20, 3:20, 5:20, 7:20, 9:20 
• AVATAR* (PG-13) IN DIGITAL 3D
 2:15, 5:30, 8:45 
• PERCY JACKSON* (PG)
   1:00, 4:20, 6:50, 9:20 
• SHUTTER ISLAND* (R)
  12:45, 3:45, 6:30, 9:15
• VALENTINE’S DAY* (PG-13)                
   1:00, 4:00, 6:35, 9:10 
TUESDAY NIGHTS ARE STUDENT
DISCOUNT NIGHTS AT UNIVERSITY 6
ALL TICKETS ARE MATINEE PRICE
WITH STUDENT ID
Scootah Steve • Steve Weller         steve-weller@hotmail.com
Pearls Before Swine • Pastis
F-Minus •  Carillo
TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated 
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ...  and more 
FREE classified ads!.
Dilbert • Adams
Reallity check
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Brevity
Loose Parts • Blazek
It’s All About You • Murphy
14 8 11
12 6 10
12
15 8 11
4 15
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Misc.
Homes For Sale
Help Wanted
Services
Out on a Limb • Kopervas
Ignite your passion for adven-
ture. The Banff Mountain 
Film Festival world tour will 
exhilarate you with amazing big-
screen stories when it comes to 
the Kent Concert Hall at 7 p.m. 
on Feb. 18-19.
Phi Alpha Theta will be holding 
a book sale outside the History 
Office on the third floor of Old 
Main from Feb. 16-19.
Religion in Life Devotional will 
be held Feb. 19 at 11:30 a.m. in 
the Cultural Center, the speaker 
will be Sandra Phillips. FNA 
will be holding a recess activity 
on Feb. 19 at 7 p.m.
The 67th annual Joseph Smith 
memorial fireside will be 
held Feb. 21 at 7 p.m. in the 
Spectrum. The speakers will 
include Elder Robert D. Hales. 
Doors open at 6 p.m.
Aggie Recycler’s Soup and Swap 
will be held Feb. 25 from 6-9 
p.m. in the Natural Resources 
Building.
Guest speaker Dominic Gill 
is traveling the world talking 
about his trip from Alaska down 
to the tip of South America on a 
tandem bicycle. Feb. 18 at noon 
in the Eccles Conference Center. 
Please RSVP to 797-3679.
On Feb. 19, 3 Weeks is having 
a concert in the Lundstrom 
Student Center starting at 8 
p.m. This is a fundraiser for the 
American Red Cross. Tickets are 
$5. Questions call 307-760-2501 
or email brooks.marshall@aggi-
email.usu.edu.
www.aggietownsquare.com 
Organic Farm
ORC slackline
USU major fair
Light festival
Undergrad grants
StatesmanBack Burner
Friday, Feb. 19, 2010
More FYI listings, Interactive 
Calendar and Comics at 
Friday
Feb. 19
Saturday
Feb. 20
Monday
Feb. 22
Page 14
Moderately Confused • Stahler
Brain Waves • B. StreeterYou need to know....
-Recyclemania, all day.
-Softball vs. Washington, 10 a.m.
-Women’s tennis vs. North Dakota, 
noon.
-Dodgeball, HPER, 5 p.m.
-International film series, Old Main, 
6 p.m.
-Soul food dinner, TSC Ballroom, 6:30 
p.m.
-Gymnastics vs. BYU, 7 p.m.
-Choral concert, Performance Hall, 
7:30 p.m.
-Recyclemania, all day.
-Traditions Week Sweatshirt Swap, 
TSC International Lounge, 10 a.m.
-Softball at UC Santa Barbara, 9 a.m.
-Saturday’s at the Museum, 10 a.m.
-Men’s tennis vs. Mesa State, 10 a.m.
-Harlem Nights, 7 p.m.
-Men’s basketball vs. Wichita State, 
10 p.m.
Today’s Issue
Today is Wednesday, 
Feb. 19, 2010. Today’s 
issue of The Utah 
Statesman is published 
especially for Anthony 
Pratt, junior in music 
therapy, from Harlem, 
NY.
Weather
Saturday’s Weather
High: 30° Low: 17°
Snow showers
Today in History: In 
1847, the first rescu-
ers reach surviving 
members of the 
Donner Party, a group 
of California-bound 
emigrants stranded 
by snow in the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains. 
Harsh weather and 
lack of supplies killed 
several of the expedi-
tion and forced the 
others to resort to can-
nibalism.
Almanac
 The Black Student Union will 
be holding a soul food dinner 
on Feb. 19 at 6:30 p.m. in the TSC 
Ballroom. Tickets are available 
now at Multicultural Student 
Services, TSC 309.
 Relay for Life registration 
begins Feb. 24 on the TSC Patio 
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and see 
how you can help the American 
Cancer Society in their battle 
against cancer. 
 Nominations are now open 
for USU Employee of the Year 
award. The guidelines for nomina-
tion and evaluation may be found 
at https://www.usu.edu/hr. The 
deadline for nominations is Feb. 
25. If you have any questions con-
tact Maria Boyer at 797-5475.
 USU Extension will present 
a series of personal and family 
financial management work-
shops beginning Feb. 24 at 7 p.m. 
To register, call 752-6263.
 Psi Chi and Psychology Club 
social/fundraiser will be held 
March 3 at 6 p.m. in the Education 
Atrium. Come eat pizza and help 
out at the women’s basketball 
game.
 Come help Women and Gender 
Studies prepare for Women’s 
History Month in March on Feb. 
22 from 5-8 p.m. in ANSC 303. 
Get a free dinner.
 Areito dinner will be held 
Feb. 27 at 7 p.m. dinner show 
fundraising for the victims of the 
earthquake in Haiti. Cost is $5 
for kids, $11 for adults, $13 at the 
door. Tickets can be purchased at 
the card office.
 Live like a king in France and 
earn a minor in French in just 
one summer. Apply online for a 
faculty-led study abroad in Paris/
Annecy in July of 2010 at http://
www.usu.edu/saforms. For more 
info contact christa.jones@usu.
edu
 Stokes Nature Center is host-
ing a parent and tot activity on 
Feb. 19 at 10 a.m. Program fee is 
$3. To register, call 435-755-3239 
or email nature@logannature.org.
Study abroad
Study abroad
